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Abstract
The Higgs low-energy theorem gives a simple and elegant way to estimate the couplings
of the Higgs boson to massless gluons and photons induced by loops of heavy particles.
We extend this theorem to take into account possible nonlinear Higgs interactions as
well as new states resulting from a strong dynamics at the origin of the breaking of
the electroweak symmetry. We show that, while it approximates with an accuracy of
order a few percents single Higgs production, it receives corrections of order 50% for
double Higgs production. A full one-loop computation of the gg → hh cross section
is explicitly performed in MCHM5, the minimal composite Higgs model based on the
SO(5)/SO(4) coset with the Standard Model fermions embedded into the fundamental
representation of SO(5). In particular we take into account the contributions of all
fermionic resonances, which give sizeable (negative) corrections to the result obtained
considering only the Higgs nonlinearities. Constraints from electroweak precision and
flavor data on the top partners are analyzed in detail, as well as direct searches at the
LHC for these new fermions called to play a crucial role in the electroweak symmetry
breaking dynamics.
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1 Introduction
There is growing evidence that a Higgs boson is the agent of electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB) [1]. And one of the most pressing questions is to uncover the true nature of this Higgs
boson: is it the elementary scalar field of the Standard Model? Is it part of a supermultiplet?
Is it a composite scalar emerging as a bound state from a strongly coupled sector? Theoretical
arguments based on naturalness considerations tend to favor one of the two latter scenarios. But
the LHC experiments have now opened a new data-driven era and the first experimental indications
might come from possible deviations in the measurements of the Higgs couplings [2] compared to
the ones predicted by the Standard Model (SM) that are unambiguously fixed by the value of the
Higgs mass itself. However, both supersymmetric and composite Higgs bosons in the decoupling
limits can be arbitrarily close to the SM Higgs at the energy scale currently probed by the LHC
and deciphering the different scenarios from one another might require more luminosity than the
one currently accumulated. A more unambiguous answer would come from a direct observation
of additional particles: supersymmetric partners of the SM particles or additional resonances of
the strong sector. In both scenarios, new particles in the top sector have a special status: in
supersymmetric models, the stops cannot be too heavy without destabilizing the weak scale [3];
the top partners in composite models are responsible for generating the potential of the would-be
Goldstone Higgs boson and, as recently noticed in Refs. [4], they have to be lighter than about
700 GeV to naturally accommodate a Higgs boson as light as 125 GeV. Even if the actual numbers
are model-dependent, this conclusion is rather generic and certainly calls for improving the ongoing
dedicated direct searches for the top partners [5].
In principle, indirect information on these top partners could also be obtained in Higgs physics.
It is indeed quite ironic that, while the Higgs boson is supposed to be at the origin of the masses
of all elementary particles, the currently most sensitive channels are the ones that involve massless
particles, i.e. particles with no direct coupling to the Higgs boson: the gluons for its production
and the photons for its decay. Clearly these processes appear only at the loop level in the SM and
are therefore potentially sensitive to new states circulating in the loops. The structure of the Higgs
couplings to photons and gluons are beautifully captured by the background field method known
as Low-Energy Theorem (LET) [6, 7] and the effects of the top partners, or any new particles,
are encoded by their sole contributions to the QED and QCD beta functions. In composite Higgs
models, the corrections due to the Higgs compositeness to the SM gluon fusion production cross
section, σ(gg → h), and to the SM decay width into two photons, Γ(h → γγ), were estimated in
Ref. [8] to be generically of the order of ξ = (v/f)2, where v ∼ 246 GeV is the weak scale and
f is the characteristic scale of the strong sector (the equivalent of fpi in QCD). From dimensional
arguments, the additional corrections due to the top partners should be of the order of (mt/mT )
2,
mt,T being respectively the mass of the top and the typical mass scale of his partners, i.e. a
correction potentially as big as the one originating from the strong dynamics itself when the top
partners are around 700 GeV. However, it was quickly realized [9–11] that these leading-order
corrections from the top partners actually cancel and that they only give a contribution that we
shall estimate (see Section 3.3) to scale like ξ(mh/mt)
2/10, i.e. one order of magnitude smaller than
the strong dynamics contribution, sweeping any hope to learn anything about the top partners from
the measurement of the Higgs production by gluon fusion and leaving only the Higgs production
in association with a top-antitop pair [12] as a place to indirectly look for new physics in the first
LHC run. A proper effective description of the top partners/fermionic resonances would be needed
to study this promising channel.
The second LHC run will certainly increase the sensitivity of the direct searches for top partners.
But it will also open new possibilities to indirectly probe the top partner sector in Higgs physics by
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exploring multi-Higgs production. A generalization of the LET exists for double Higgs production in
the SM, and it is known to give a reasonably good estimate of the total rate within 20% accuracy
for a light Higgs [13, 14] but it badly fails to reproduce the differential distributions [15]. The
extension of the LET to strong EWSB models is not totally trivial since, in the SM, there is a
strong destructive interference between two contributions and therefore strong dynamics that gives
rise to a third new contribution can have order-one effects on the double Higgs production by gluon
fusion, gg → hh, as already noticed in Refs. [16–18]. In an explicit composite Higgs model, we
are going to compare the LET results to an explicit one-loop computation taking into account all
the contributions from the fermionic resonances in the top sector. We will find that the LET is
less accurate than in the SM, and underestimates the full result by up to 50%. On the other hand
the pure strong dynamics effects arising due to the sole Higgs nonlinearities are overestimating the
production rate which receives O(30%) corrections from the top partners.
The outline of our paper is as follows. In Section 2, we first present two equivalent effective
Lagrangians, the linearly realized strongly-interacting light Higgs Lagrangian [8] as well as a chiral
Lagrangian where the SU(2)L×U(1)Y SM gauge symmetry is nonlinearly realized [19], to describe
Higgs physics at the LHC and we relate these effective Lagrangians to explicit composite Higgs
models. In Section 3, we recall the LET in the SM and extend it to composite Higgs models, repro-
ducing the often heard results that the gluon fusion production cross sections can be significantly
reduced by up to 50%÷70% compared to the SM production. We also re-discuss within the LET
approximation the cancellation of the top partner contributions to single Higgs production by gluon
fusion and we estimate the size of the corrections to the LET results. We finally derive the LET
for double Higgs production by gluon fusion and show that a factor 2÷3 enhancement over the SM
can be obtained in specific examples. This LET enhancement factor is nonetheless smaller than
the one obtained considering only the pure Higgs nonlinearities effects. Section 4 is devoted to the
top partners in an explicit minimal composite Higgs model, MCHM5, based on the coset space
SO(5)/SO(4) with SM fermions embedded into fundamental representations of SO(5). We first
discuss in detail the constraints on the masses and couplings of these new fermions coming from
electroweak (EW) precision measurements and from flavor physics. We then present exhaustive
constraints from direct searches for these top partners using the current Tevatron and LHC data.
In Section 5, a detailed computation of the contribution of the top partners to σ(gg → h) is pre-
sented, confirming that the LET gives a good approximation and confirming the scaling behavior
of the corrections obtained in Section 3. Finally, Section 6 is devoted to double Higgs production.
We demonstrate explicitly that the full loop computation with the top partners can easily give
negative corrections of order 30% to the pure strong dynamics computation where only the Higgs
nonlinearities were taken into account [17]. Contrary to the single Higgs production case, the LET
does not capture well these contributions of the top partners, and this discrepancy is further am-
plified when looking at particular regions of the phase space selected by kinematical cuts. Various
technical details are collected in a series of appendices.
2 Low-energy effective Lagrangian for a composite Higgs boson
An interesting solution to the hierarchy problem is given by the Higgs boson being a composite
bound state emerging from a new strongly-interacting sector, broadly characterized by a mass
scale mρ and a coupling gρ. If in addition the Higgs emerges as a pseudo-Goldstone boson of a
spontaneous symmetry breaking G/H at the scale f = mρ/gρ, then it can be naturally lighter than
the other resonances of the strong sector and v2/f2  1 can be accommodated. A low-energy,
model-independent description of this idea is given by the strongly-interacting light Higgs (SILH)
Lagrangian [8], which applies to the general scenario where the Higgs is a light pseudo-Goldstone
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boson, including Little Higgs and Holographic composite Higgs models. At scales much smaller
than mρ, deviations from the SM are parameterized in terms of a set of dimension-six operators.
The subset that will be relevant in our discussion is
LSILH = cH
2f2
∂µ(H†H)∂µ(H†H) +
cr
2f2
H†H(DµH)†(DµH)− c6λ
f2
(H†H)3
+
(
cyyf
f2
H†Hf¯LHfR + h.c.
)
+
cgg
2
s
16pi2f2
y2t
g2ρ
H†HGaµνG
aµν +
cγg
′ 2
16pi2f2
g2
g2ρ
H†HBµνBµν (1)
where gs, g, g
′ are the SM SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge couplings, whereas λ and yf are the
Higgs quartic and Yukawa coupling appearing in the SM Lagrangian, respectively. The first four
operators are genuinely sensitive to the strong interaction, whereas the last two parameterize the
effective couplings of the Higgs to gluons and to photons, respectively, mediated by loops of heavy
particles. As the operators proportional to cg and cγ do not respect the symmetry under which
the Goldstone Higgs shifts they have to be suppressed by powers of the couplings which break this
symmetry, thus explaining the extra factor g2SM/g
2
ρ (gSM = yt, g) appearing in front of them. These
operators are important in the presence of relatively light resonances, i.e. when gρ ∼ gSM . Recent
analyses [4] show that in a large class of models, a Higgs as light as 125 GeV implies the presence of
one or more anomalously light (sub-TeV) fermionic resonances, which thus can contribute sizeably
to cg and cγ . Also notice that by choosing flavor-diagonal couplings yf Minimal Flavor Violation
(MFV) is automatically implemented in the Lagrangian so that it complies with flavor bounds.
In Eq. (1) we have kept explicitly the operator proportional to cr, which can be eliminated at
O(1/f2) by a field redefinition
H → H + a(H†H)H/f2 , (2)
under which
cH → cH + 2a , cr → cr + 4a , c6 → c6 + 4a , cy → cy − a , (3)
while cg and cγ do not change under this transformation. The choice cr = 0 corresponds to the
‘SILH basis’, which can be reached starting from a generic basis where cr 6= 0 by applying the
transformation in Eq. (2) with a = −cr/4. We choose to keep explicitly the operator proportional
to cr as the ‘natural’ basis for nonlinear σ-models actually corresponds to a non-vanishing cr [10].
Furthermore, since physical amplitudes have to be invariant under field redefinitions, Eqs. (2) and
(3) will be used as a consistency check of our results. In Eq. (1) we have also omitted the custodial
breaking operator
cT
2f2
(
H†
←→
DµH
)2
, (4)
whereH†
←→
DµH ≡ H†(DµH)−(DµH)†H, which gives a contribution to the T parameter Tˆ = cT v2/f2
and thus is strongly constrained by electroweak data. This operator does not contribute to the pro-
cesses that we will be interested in. If the strong sector is invariant under custodial symmetry, as it
happens for example in models based on the coset SO(5)/SO(4), then cT vanishes at tree-level. For
a discussion of Higgs physics where the assumption of custodial invariance is relaxed, see Ref. [20].
The SILH Lagrangian represents an expansion in ξ ≡ (v/f)2 and can be used in the vicinity of
the SM, which corresponds to ξ = 0. On the other hand, the technicolor limit (ξ → 1) requires the
resummation of the full series in ξ. Such a resummation is possible in the Holographic Higgs models
of Refs. [21–23]. These models are based on a five-dimensional gauge theory in Anti-de-Sitter (AdS)
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space-time. In the minimal realization, the bulk symmetry SO(5)×U(1) is broken to the SM group
SU(2)L × U(1)Y on the ultraviolet (UV) brane and to SO(4) × U(1) on the infrared (IR) brane.
The coset SO(5)/SO(4) provides four Goldstone bosons, one of which is the physical Higgs boson
and the three remaining ones are eaten by the massive SM vector bosons. The Higgs couplings
to gauge bosons and its self-interactions are modified compared to the SM, and the modification
factors can be expressed in terms of the parameter ξ. The Higgs Yukawa couplings and the form
of the Higgs potential of the low-energy effective theory depend on the way the SM fermions are
embedded into representations of the bulk symmetry. In the second part of this work we refer to
the model MCHM5 [22] where the fermions transform in the fundamental representation of SO(5).
An alternative realization of the SO(5)/SO(4) composite Higgs, denoted by MCHM4, contains
fermions embedded into the spinorial representation [21] (for more details see App. B.2). In this
case, however, large corrections to the ZbLbL coupling are present and rule out an important part
of the parameter space [24]. In contrast, if fermions are embedded into the fundamental or adjoint
representation of SO(5), the custodial symmetry of the strong sector includes a left-right parity,
which protects the ZbLbL coupling from receiving tree-level corrections [25].
Another useful description of the low-energy theory is given by an effective chiral Lagrangian
where the SU(2)×U(1)Y symmetry is nonlinearly realized. The Goldstone bosons pia (a = 1, 2, 3)
providing the longitudinal degrees of freedom of the W± and Z bosons are introduced by means of
the field
Σ(x) = eiσ
apia(x)/v , (5)
where v ' 246 GeV and σa are the Pauli matrices. The field Σ transforms linearly under SU(2)L×
SU(2)R. Introducing a scalar field h, assumed to transform as a singlet under the custodial sym-
metry, leads to the following effective Lagrangian [19]
L = 1
2
(∂µh)
2 − V (h) + v
2
4
Tr
[
(DµΣ)
†DµΣ
](
1 + 2 a
h
v
+ b
h2
v2
+ b3
h3
v3
+ · · ·
)
− v√
2
(u¯iLd¯
i
L) Σ
[
1 + c
h
v
+ c2
h2
v2
+ · · ·
](
yuij u
j
R
ydij d
j
R
)
+ h.c. + L(4), with
V (h) =
1
2
m2h h
2 + d3
(
m2h
2v
)
h3 + d4
(
m2h
8v2
)
h4 + · · · ,
L(4) = g
2
s
48pi2
Gµν aGaµν
(
kg
h
v
+
1
2
k2g
h2
v2
+ . . .
)
+
e2
32pi2
FµνF
µν
(
kγ
h
v
+ . . .
)
, (6)
with the mass of the scalar given by mh. In Eq. (6) we have introduced the higher-dimensional
couplings kg, k2g, kγ , which are mediated at loop level by strong sector resonances. The Higgs
couplings to fermions, c, c2, ..., are assumed to be flavor-diagonal, so that MFV is realized. In
Table 1 the values of the couplings in the effective Lagrangian Eq. (6) are listed in the SILH
approach and in the holographic Higgs model MCHM5 (for the latter, only Higgs nonlinearities are
considered). The SM with an elementary Higgs boson corresponds to a = b = c = d3 = d4 = 1,
c2 = b3 = kg = k2g = kγ = 0 and vanishing higher order terms in h.
3 Applying the Higgs Low-Energy Theorem
In this section we discuss applications of the Higgs low-energy theorem [6,7] in composite models.
The LET allows one to obtain the leading interactions of the Higgs boson with gluons and photons
arising from loops of heavy particles. By heavy particles we mean here both SM states (W and top)
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Parameters SILH MCHM5, pure Higgs nonlinearities
a 1− (cH − cr/2) ξ/2
√
1− ξ
b 1 + (cr − 2cH) ξ 1− 2ξ
b3 (cr − 2cH)2 ξ/3 −43ξ
√
1− ξ
c 1− (cH/2 + cy) ξ 1−2ξ√1−ξ
c2 −(cH + 3cy + cr/4) ξ/2 −2ξ
d3 1 + (c6 − cr/4− 3cH/2) ξ 1−2ξ√1−ξ
d4 1 + (6c6 − 25cH/3− 11cr/6) ξ 1−28ξ(1−ξ)/31−ξ
kg = k2g 3cg(y
2
t /g
2
ρ)ξ 0
kγ 2cγ(g
2/g2ρ)ξ 0
Table 1: Values of the couplings of the effective Lagrangian Eq. (6) in the SILH framework (with cT = 0)
and for MCHM5 considering only Higgs nonlinearities (i.e. neglecting the effects of resonances). The latter
are taken from Ref. [26]. The values of the SILH parameters in MCHM5 are, in the ‘natural’ basis for the
nonlinear σ-model where cr = −4 cH , cH = 1/3, cr = −4/3, cy = 4/3, c6 = −4/3 .
and new states belonging to the composite sector. These couplings are needed in the computation
of the cross sections of single and double Higgs production via gluon fusion at the LHC as well as of
the partial width of the decay h→ γγ . We will adopt a model-independent approach and compute
these quantities in terms of the parameters of the effective Lagrangians defined in Section 2, Eqs. (1)
and (6), putting special emphasis on the former, namely the SILH description. Our analysis extends
the results of Refs. [10,27] to Higgs pair production in gluon fusion, and also includes a discussion
of corrections to the LET approximation arising from higher order terms in the 1/M expansion,
where M is the mass of the generic heavy particle running in the loops. Notice that the LET can
be extended to 2-loop order to include the leading QCD corrections, see for example Ref. [7] for
applications in the SM. However, our discussion will be mainly limited to couplings at the leading
1-loop order.
3.1 Higgs interactions with gluons
According to the LET the interactions of the physical Higgs boson with gluons, mediated by loops
of heavy coloured particles, can be obtained by treating the Higgs H as a background field and
taking the field-dependent mass of each heavy particle as a threshold for the running of the QCD
gauge coupling.1 Assuming the heavy particles to transform in the fundamental representation of
SU(3)c one obtains the following effective Lagrangian
Leff = g
2
s
64pi2
GaµνG
aµν
∑
pi
δbpi logm
2
pi(H) , (7)
where δb = 2/3 if particle pi is a Dirac fermion, and δb = 1/6 if it is a complex scalar. In this paper
we will focus only on the effects of the heavy fermion sector, which in composite Higgs models
1Throughout the paper, we will denote by H both the Higgs doublet and the scalar field with 〈H〉 6= 0 , as it will
always be clear from the context which one we are referring to. On the other hand, h denotes the physical Higgs
scalar.
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typically includes new states beyond the top quark. By expanding the field-dependent masses of
the heavy particles around the vacuum expectation value (VEV) 〈H〉 we obtain the couplings of
the Higgs boson to gluons mediated by loops of heavy fermions
Lhngg = g
2
s
96pi2
GaµνG
aµν
(
A1h+
1
2
A2h
2 + . . .
)
, (8)
where we have defined
An ≡
(
∂n
∂Hn
log detM2(H)
)
〈H〉
(9)
with M2 ≡ M†M, and M is the heavy fermion mass matrix. In the SM only the top quark
contributes2 with mt(H) = ytH/
√
2 , so that Eq. (8) can be rewritten at all orders in h as (see for
example Refs. [7, 28])
Lhngg = g
2
s
48pi2
GaµνG
aµν log
(
1 +
h
v
)
. (10)
The corresponding gauge invariant operator is log(H†H)GaµνGaµν , which is associated with a chiral
fermion. The lowest-order operator arising from vector-like fermions is instead H†HGaµνGaµν . The
effects of these two operators on double Higgs production were discussed in Ref. [29].
Using Eq. (8) it is straightforward to derive the expression of the hgg and hhgg couplings in
the SILH formalism. We refer the reader to App. A for a derivation, and simply report here the
results. We remark that from now on we will work in the unitary gauge, where the Higgs doublet
reads (0 , H/
√
2)T . The effective coupling of the Higgs boson to two gluons reads (see App. A)
Lhgg = g
2
s
48pi2
GaµνG
aµν h
v
[
1
2
(
∂
∂ logH
log detM2(H)
)
H=v
− cH
2
ξ
]
. (11)
This coupling governs the rate of single Higgs production via gluon fusion, and its expression was
already obtained in Refs. [10, 27]. The production rate normalized to the SM one is given by the
square of the expression in square brackets in Eq. (11). On the other hand the effective coupling of
two Higgs bosons to two gluons, which contributes to Higgs pair production via gluon fusion, has
the following expression
Lhhgg = g
2
s
96pi2
GaµνG
aµν h
2
v2
[
1
2
((
∂2
∂(logH)2
− ∂
∂ logH
)
log detM2(H)
)
H=v
− cr
4
ξ
]
. (12)
In terms of the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (6), the couplings read
Lhgg = g
2
s
48pi2
GaµνG
aµν h
v
(c+ kg) , Lhhgg = g
2
s
96pi2
GaµνG
aµν h
2
v2
(2c2 − c2 + k2g) . (13)
In the expression of the hhgg coupling in Eq. (13), the first term comes from the triangle top loop
involving the tt¯hh vertex, whereas the second is the contribution of top box diagrams, see Fig. 2.
On the other hand, kg and k2g are parameterizing the contributions from integrated-out heavy
particles.
2The bottom contribution is non-negligible, but cannot be computed using the low-energy theorem, due to the
smallness of the bottom quark mass.
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3.2 Higgs interaction with photons
Although the main focus of this paper is on gluon fusion, we give here the expression for the
coupling of the Higgs boson to photons, as it is another loop process of crucial relevance for Higgs
phenomenology at the LHC. This coupling receives contributions both from loops of heavy fermions
and from the W boson loop. Application of the LET leads to the following effective Lagrangian [7]
Leff = e
2
16pi2
FµνF
µν
(∑
f
Q2f logm
2
f (H)−
7
4
logm2W (H)
)
, (14)
which is valid for mh . 2mW , 2mf , and where we have assumed that the heavy fermions transform
in the fundamental representation of SU(3)c . Expanding around the VEV we obtain the hγγ
interaction
Lhγγ = e
2
16pi2
FµνF
µνh
(
Q2tA1 −
7
4
(
∂
∂H
logm2W (H)
)
〈H〉
)
, (15)
where we have assumed that all fermions have electric charge equal to that of the top quark3,
Qf = Qt = 2/3 , and A1 was defined in Eq. (9). By performing simple manipulations we obtain
(see App. A)
Lhγγ = e
2
32pi2
FµνF
µν h
v
[
4Q2t
(
1
2
(
∂
∂ logH
log detM2(H)
)
H=v
− cH
2
ξ
)
− Jγ(4m2W /m2h)
(
1 + ξ
(cr
4
− cH
2
))]
, (16)
where we have replaced the LET approximation for the W loop with the full result encoded by the
function
Jγ(x) = F1(x) , F1(x) = 2 + 3x[1 + (2− x)f(x)] , f(x) = arcsin2(x−1/2) , (17)
which tends for large x to Jγ(∞) = 7 = 22/3−1/3 , where the first term comes from the transverse
polarizations of the W and is precisely equal to the gauge contribution to the β function of the
SU(2)L coupling, while the second term arises from the eaten Goldstone bosons. The use of the full
expression for the W loop implies that the formal validity of Eq. (16) is extended to mh . 2mf .
The rescaling of the decay width Γ(h→ γγ)/Γ(h→ γγ)SM is obtained by comparing the square of
the expression multiplying hFµνFµν in Eq. (16) in the two cases. In terms of the parameters of the
effective Lagrangian in Eq. (6) the coupling reads
Lhγγ = e
2
32pi2
FµνFµν
h
v
(
4Q2t c+ kγ − aJγ(4m2W /m2h)
)
. (18)
3.3 Single Higgs production via gluon fusion
For a SM Higgs boson, the gluon fusion process [30] gives the dominant production cross section
at the LHC, see Refs. [31] for reviews. At leading order (LO), the process proceeds via a top loop,
with a subleading contribution from the bottom loop, see Fig. 1. In composite Higgs models extra
3In all models considered in this paper, only top-like resonances contribute to the hγγ coupling. The extension
to heavy states with different electric charge is straightforward.
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pp
g
g
Q
h
Figure 1: Generic diagram contributing to Higgs production in gluon fusion. In the SM case we have
Q ≡ t, b. In composite Higgs models with additional heavy fermionic resonances these add to the particles
Q running in the loop.
heavy, colored fermions with sizeable couplings to the Higgs boson are typically present, whose
contributions to the gluon fusion process should in general be taken into account. It has been
shown [9–11, 32] that in explicit constructions the gg → h cross section (computed in the LET
approximation) is insensitive to the details of the heavy fermion spectrum, i.e. it does not depend
on the couplings and masses of composites, but only on the ratio v/f , where f is the overall scale
of the strong sector. This was found to be true both in models with partial compositeness and in
Little Higgs theories. In fact, although the top Yukawa coupling receives a correction due to the
mixing with resonances which depends on composite couplings, this contribution is exactly canceled
by the loops of extra fermions, leading to a dependence of the gg → h rate only on v/f . This also
implies that the cross section can be obtained by simply multiplying the SM one by c2, where c is
the rescaling of the top Yukawa coming only from the nonlinearity of the σ-model, and neglecting
corrections due to fermionic resonances.
Let us review how this cancellation arises. It is due to the fact that the determinant of the
heavy fermion mass matrix takes the form
detM2(H) = F (H/f)× P (λi,Mi, f) , (19)
where F is a function satisfying F (0) = 0 since the top becomes massless in the limit of unbroken
electroweak symmetry, and P is a function of the composite couplings λi and masses Mi, but
independent of H. It is then immediate to see that the hgg coupling in Eq. (11) does not depend
on the masses and couplings of the resonances.4 The origin of the factorization in Eq. (19) was
explained in the context of partial compositeness in Ref. [11], by means of a spurion analysis. There
it was also pointed out that such a factorization can break down if the top mixes with more than one
composite operator, leading to a dependence of the hgg vertex on composite couplings. Nevertheless
in many explicit constructions, including Little Higgs models, the factorization in Eq. (19) takes
place. Still, the independence of the hgg vertex on the composite couplings (collectively denoted
by λi) holds exactly only in the LET approximation, and corrections due to finite fermion mass
effects are expected. We can estimate the residual dependence on the λi due to finite fermion mass
effects in a simple way. Assuming for simplicity the presence of only one top partner T , the mass
eigenvalues can be written at O(1/f2) as
mt(H) =
ytH√
2
(
1− c
(t)
y
2
H2
f2
)
, mT (H) = λT f
(
1 + aT
H2
f2
)
, (20)
4The coefficient cH does not receive contributions from the heavy fermion sector. It is, however, generated by
integrating out heavy scalars or vectors [27], see App. B.1 for an explicit example.
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where aT is a parameter dependent on the couplings λi = {yt, λT } as aT = O(y2t /λ2T ).5 On the
other hand, we can write c
(t)
y = c
(σ)
y + O(y2t /λ2T ), where c(σ)y is a constant arising from the pure
nonlinearity of the σ-model. The LET result for the hgg coupling reads, taking the effect of cH
into account,
Lhgg = g
2
s
48pi2
GaµνG
aµν h
v
(
1−
(
c(t)y − 2aT +
cH
2
)
ξ
)
. (21)
Notice that in the limit where T is heavy, corresponding to large λT , the effects of the heavy
resonance on the hgg coupling vanish. In fact, aT goes to zero, whereas c
(t)
y → c(σ)y , implying that
only the nonlinearity in the top Yukawa arising from the nonlinear σ-model is relevant.
By using the expression of the top Yukawa coupling (mt/v)(1− (c(t)y + cH/2)ξ) we can compute
explicitly the top loop diagram, retaining the first subleading term in the 1/m2t expansion. This is
the leading correction to the LET coupling, given that mT  mt. Thus Eq. (21) is improved to
Lhgg = g
2
s
48pi2
GaµνG
aµν h
v
[
1−
(
c(t)y − 2aT +
cH
2
)
ξ +
7
120
m2h
m2t
(
1− ξ(c(t)y + cH/2)
)
+ . . .
]
, (22)
where we have used sˆ = m2h, and the ellipses stand for subleading corrections (including terms of
order 1/m2T ). The independence of the LET hgg vertex of the composite couplings λi is equivalent
to the statement that c
(t)
y − 2aT is a constant, c(t)y − 2aT = c(σ)y .6 If this is the case then the
dependence on the λi of Eq. (22) is due to the last term, and we can estimate the sensitivity of the
cross section to the λi to be, for a light top partner λT ∼ yt,
δσ(gg → h)
σ(gg → h)SM ∼
7
60
m2h
m2t
ξ ' 0.06 ξ , (23)
where in the last equality we assumed mh = 125 GeV. Thus corrections are expected to be very
small even for large ξ. This estimate will be confirmed in Section 5, where the gg → h cross
section will be computed in MCHM5 retaining the full mass dependence. We note that in this
model the cross section can be strongly suppressed compared to the SM, reaching σ/σSM = 1/3
for a low compositeness scale ξ = 0.25. However, the Higgs branching ratios into γγ,WW and ZZ
are enhanced compared to the SM, so MCHM5 can still be compatible with the excesses observed
by ATLAS and CMS at mh ∼ 125 GeV even for values of ξ as large as those considered in this
paper [26].
3.4 Double Higgs production via gluon fusion
Within the SM, double Higgs production via gluon fusion received interest mainly because it is
sensitive to the trilinear Higgs self-coupling [33], see the first diagram in Fig. 2. In composite Higgs
models, the process gg → hh is affected essentially in two main ways. First, the nonlinearity of
the strong sector gives rise to a ff¯hh coupling (which vanishes in the SM) and thus to a genuinely
new contribution to the amplitude, see the second diagram in Fig. 2. Second, one should take into
account the effects of top partners, which include also new box diagrams involving off-diagonal
5If the quadratic divergence in the Higgs mass due to the top is cancelled by T , then the absence of an O(H2)
term in TrM2(H) = m2t (H) +m2T (H) implies aT = −y2t /(4λ2T ). See for example the explicit values of c(t)y and aT in
the Littlest Higgs model, reported in App. B.1, Eq. (92).
6Notice that by using Eq. (20) one finds detM2 = y2t λ2T f2H2(1− (c(t)y − 2aT )H2/f2)/2. So if the factorization in
Eq. (19) holds then c
(t)
y − 2aT is a constant.
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Figure 2: Generic diagrams contributing to double Higgs production via gluon fusion in composite Higgs
models with nf novel fermionic resonances of mass mi (i = 1, ..., nf ). The index j is introduced to indicate
that different fermions can contribute to each box diagram.
Yukawa couplings7 (shown in the second line of Fig. 2). A first study of gg → hh in composite
Higgs models, neglecting top partners, was performed in Ref. [17], where it was found that a large
enhancement of the cross section is possible due to the new tt¯hh coupling (see also Ref. [16] for an
earlier study in the context of Little Higgs models). For example, in MCHM5 with ξ = 0.25, which
corresponds to f ' 500 GeV, the cross section was found to be about 3.6 times larger than in the
SM. Recently, Ref. [18] performed a model-independent study of the process, making reference to
the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (6) and again neglecting the effects of top partners, and found a
large sensitivity of the cross section to the c2 coefficient parameterizing the tt¯hh coupling.
In this paper we include for the first time the effects of top partners in double Higgs production
via gluon fusion. This is especially interesting in the light of the results of Refs. [4], where a
naturally light composite Higgs was shown to be tightly correlated with the presence of light top
partners, as such light resonances can in principle affect the gg → hh cross section in a sizeable
way. Our analysis will confirm that this is indeed the case.
We start by discussing the cross section in the LET approximation, which greatly simplifies the
computation. In this limit, the amplitude is simply the sum of two diagrams, one with the effective
hgg coupling followed by a trilinear Higgs coupling and the other involving the effective hhgg
coupling. Adopting the SILH formalism, and recalling the expressions of the relevant Feynman
rules
hgg : i αs3piv δ
ab(pν1p
µ
2 − p1 · p2 gµν)
[
1
2
(
∂
∂ logH log detM2(H)
)
H=v
− cH2 ξ
]
,
hhgg : i αs
3piv2
δab(pν1p
µ
2 − p1 · p2 gµν)
[
1
2
((
∂2
∂(logH)2
− ∂∂ logH
)
log detM2(H)
)
H=v
− cr4 ξ
]
,
hhh : −i 3m2hv
[
1 + ξ
(
c6 − 32cH − 14cr
)] (24)
(where p1,2 denote the momenta of the incoming gluons), we can write the amplitude as
ALET (gg → hh) = αs
3piv2
δab(pν1p
µ
2 − p1 · p2 gµν)CLET(sˆ) , (25)
7Note that these Yukawa couplings only involve the top quark and its charge 2/3 heavy composite partners.
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where
CLET(sˆ) =
3m2h
sˆ−m2h
[
1
2
(
∂
∂ logH
log detM2(H)
)
H=v
+ ξ (c6 − 2cH − cr
4
)
]
+
1
2
((
∂2
∂(logH)2
− ∂
∂ logH
)
log detM2(H)
)
H=v
− cr
4
ξ (26)
=
3m2h
sˆ−m2h
(
1− ξ(c(t)y − c6 + 2cH +
cr
4
− 3cg y
2
t
g2ρ
)
)
−
(
1 + ξ(c(t)y +
cr
4
− 3cg y
2
t
g2ρ
)
)
,
with sˆ ≡ (p1 + p2)2 denoting the partonic center-of-mass (c.m.) energy. To obtain the second
equality in Eq. (26) we used Eqs. (70) and (71) contained in App. A. It is immediate to check that
the combinations c
(t)
y − c6 + 2cH + cr/4 and c(t)y + cr/4 are invariant under the reparameterization
in Eqs. (2) and (3). For completeness, we also give the result in terms of the coefficients of the
effective Lagrangian in Eq. (6):
CLeffLET(sˆ) =
3m2h
sˆ−m2h
(c+ kg) d3 + 2c2 − c2 + k2g . (27)
The partonic cross section reads
σˆgg→hh =
G2Fα
2
s(µ)sˆ
128(2pi)3
1
9
√
1− 4m
2
h
sˆ
C2LET(sˆ) . (28)
The hadronic cross section is obtained by convolution with the parton distribution function fg/P
of the gluon in the proton,
σ =
∫ 1
4m2h/s
dτ
∫ 1
τ
dx
x
fg/P (x,Q) fg/P (τ/x,Q) σˆgg→hh(τs) , (29)
with the collider c.m. energy s related to sˆ by sˆ = τs. The renormalization scale µ and the
factorization scale Q are chosen equal to the invariant mass of the Higgs boson pair, µ = Q =
√
sˆ.
Throughout the paper, the parton distribution functions of MSTW2008 [34] are employed. For
ξ → 0, Eq. (26) correctly reproduces the SM result in the limit of large top mass [13,14]
CSMLET(sˆ) =
3m2h
sˆ−m2h
− 1 . (30)
In the SM the mt →∞ limit gives a cross section in agreement with the full result only within 20%
for mh . 200 GeV (for mh = 125 GeV we find σSMLET = 14.6 fb and σSMfull = 17.9 fb) and moreover it
produces incorrect kinematic distributions, as noticed in Ref. [15]. Thus we expect the LET to be
in general less accurate in gg → hh than in single Higgs production.
From Eq. (26) we read off that in models where the factorization Eq. (19) of detM2 holds, the
gg → hh LET cross section is insensitive to composite couplings, due to a cancellation completely
analogous to the one that we discussed for single Higgs production. In the left panel of Fig. 3 we
show for mh = 125 GeV and a c.m. energy of 14 TeV the pp→ hh cross section normalized to the
SM cross section (both were computed applying the LET) as a function of ξ for some well-known
models, in all of which the cancellation holds. We note that in MCHM5 the enhancement of the
cross section is striking. This can be traced back to the behavior of the function CLET(sˆ), which is
proportional to the LET amplitude and is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3 for the three models
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Figure 3: (Left panel) The pp → hh cross section for mh = 125 GeV at LHC14, computed using the LET,
normalized to the SM cross section also computed in the mt → ∞ limit. MHCM5 is discussed in detail in
the text, whereas the gg → hh amplitudes for MCHM4 and for the Littlest Higgs model are given in App. B.
(Right panel) Square of the function C(m2hh), which was defined in Eq. (26) and is proportional to the LET
gg → hh amplitude, in the three models under consideration (for ξ = 0.25) and in the SM, as a function of
mhh =
√
sˆ.
under consideration and for the SM. The enhancement for MCHM5 is evident. As pointed out
for the first time in Ref. [17], where the gg → hh process was studied in MCHM5 considering
only Higgs nonlinearities (or equivalently in the limit of heavy top partners) but keeping the full
dependence on mt, the dramatic increase of the gg → hh cross section compared to the SM is
mostly due to the presence of a new tt¯hh coupling. The large enhancement of gg → hh in MCHM5
is in contrast with the strong suppression in the same model of the single Higgs production cross
section, which for ξ = 0.25 equals 1/3 of the SM value (see Section 5).
By comparison with Ref. [17] we find that when fermionic resonances are above the cutoff, the
LET underestimates the ratio σMCHM5/σSM by about 30% : for example for ξ = 0.25, application
of the LET gives a cross section of 2.6 times the SM, whereas Ref. [17] found an enhancement factor
of 3.6. This difference is due to the fact that in the former case mh  mt is assumed, whereas in
the latter the full mt dependence was retained. Notice that the best estimate of the cross section
that can be obtained using the LET is σMCHM5 = (σMCHM5LET /σ
SM
LET) × σSMfull, because part of the
corrections due to the finite top mass should cancel in the ratio of LET cross sections. In fact,
in terms of cross sections the disagreement between the LET and the result obtained taking into
account only Higgs nonlinearities is larger. For ξ = 0.25 we obtain σMCHM5LET = 37 fb, whereas
Ref. [17] found σMCHM5 = 64 fb, i.e. the difference is of order 50%.
In order to understand this behavior we investigated in more detail the validity of the LET both
for single and double Higgs production. In single production the expansion parameter is m2h/(4m
2
t )
and the series converges very quickly. In double Higgs production on the other hand, one needs to
expand in sˆ/(4m2t ) with sˆ ≥ 4m2h, which is not small, so in general the expansion does not work as
well as for the single Higgs case. In MCHM5, the validity of the expansion gets even worse. The
reason why the LET is less accurate for MCHM5 than for the SM (where it underestimates the
cross section by about 20%) is mainly the presence of the new triangle diagram containing the tt¯hh
coupling, which contrarily to the triangle diagram involving the virtual Higgs exchange does not
vanish at large sˆ. This is confirmed by taking into account the corrections of O(1/m2t ) to the LET
result, which are reported in App. E.5. Compared to the SM we have an additional contribution
∼ ξ from the two-Higgs two-fermion coupling which goes like ∼ sˆ/m2t , and which in contrast to
the triangle diagram with virtual Higgs exchange is not suppressed by the Higgs propagator, see
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Eqs. (148) and (149). Therefore in MCHM5 for large ξ, where the coupling c2 is sizeable (see
Table 1), the corrections do not improve at all the LET result. For a model-independent study of
the gg → hh process including only modifications to the top couplings, see Ref. [18].
While in the LET approximation the contributions of loops of top partners to the gg → hh
amplitude exactly cancel out with that coming from the modification of the top Yukawa due to
mixing with resonances, the sensitivity to composite couplings of the full double Higgs production
cross section (computed retaining all dependence on masses) is expected to be much larger than
for gg → h, where it was shown to be negligible. By direct computation in MCHM5, we will see
in Section 6 that this is the case, i.e. the full gg → hh cross section has a sizeable sensitivity to
the details of the spectrum of the top partners. This effect is not captured by the simple LET
result, which is completely determined by ξ. Therefore, while the low-energy theorem provides a
useful tool to obtain a rough estimate of the cross section, a complete loop computation is needed
to describe correctly the effects of top partners in the gg → hh process.
4 Composite Higgs model with extra fermionic resonances
We consider a composite Higgs scenario with the symmetry group of the strongly-interacting sector
given by SO(5), which is spontaneously broken down to SO(4) at the scale f . In order to cor-
rectly reproduce the fermion charges an additional local symmetry U(1)X is introduced, leading
to the symmetry breaking pattern SO(5) × U(1)X/SO(4) × U(1)X . This is the minimal realisa-
tion including custodial symmetry and which implies four Goldstone bosons (GBs) transforming
as a 4 of SO(4) ∼ SU(2)L × SU(2)R. The SM electroweak group SU(2)L × U(1)Y is embedded
into SO(4) × U(1)X and the hypercharge Y is then given by Y = T 3R + X [21, 22]. The GBs are
parameterized in terms of the field
Σ = Σ0e
Π/f , Π = −i
√
2T aˆhaˆ , Σ0 = ( 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ) , (31)
where T aˆ (aˆ = 1, . . . , 4) are the generators of SO(5)/SO(4) , and haˆ are the 4 real GBs. Using the
explicit expressions of the SO(4) and SO(5)/SO(4) generators (i, j = 1, ..., 5)
T
aL,R
ij = −
i
2
[
1
2
abc(δ bi δ
c
j − δ bj δ ci )± (δ ai δ 4j − δ aj δ 4i )
]
, aL,R = 1, 2, 3 , a, b, c = 1, 2, 3 (32)
T aˆij = −
i√
2
(δ aˆi δ
5
j − δ aˆj δ 5i ) , aˆ = 1, . . . , 4 (33)
one obtains
Σ =
sin(h/f)
h
(
h1, h2, h3, h4, h cotan(h/f)
)
, h =
√∑
aˆ
h2aˆ . (34)
The two-derivative Lagrangian reads
Lkin = f
2
2
(DµΣ)(D
µΣ)T , DµΣ = ∂µΣ + igW
a
µΣT
a
L + ig
′BµΣT 3R . (35)
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By performing an SO(4) rotation, it is always possible to align the Higgs VEV to the h3 direction,
thus identifying H = h3, where H is the Higgs field (with 〈H〉 6= 0). Then in the unitary gauge
Σ = Σ0

1
1
cos(H(x)/f) − sin(H(x)/f)
1
sin(H(x)/f) cos(H(x)/f)
 ≡ Σ0 ζ(x) (36)
= ( 0 , 0 , sin(H/f) , 0 , cos(H/f) ) , (37)
and therefore
Lkin = 1
2
∂µH∂
µH +
g2f2
4
sin2
(
H
f
)[
W+µ W
−µ +
1
2 cos2 θW
ZµZ
µ
]
(38)
which fixes f2 sin2(〈H〉 /f) = v2 ' (246 GeV)2 .
Fermionic resonances are described using the language of partial compositeness. We introduce
vector-like fermions which have quantum numbers such that they can mix linearly with the SM
fermions qL = (tL, bL)
T and tR , and which at the same time have ‘proto-Yukawa’ interactions with
the composite Higgs. We introduce composite fermions transforming as a complete 52/3 under
SO(5) × U(1)X . This representation has the phenomenologically desirable feature that no tree-
level corrections to the Z-b-b coupling arise, provided a discrete symmetry PLR exchanging the
SU(2)L and SU(2)R factors is enforced [22,35]. The composite multiplets can be written as
ψ =
1√
2

B −X5/3
−i(B +X5/3)
T +X2/3
i(T −X2/3)√
2T˜
 . (39)
Under SU(2)L × SU(2)R, a 5 of SO(5) decomposes as 5 ∼ (2,2) ⊕ (1,1) . The SU(2)L doublets
Q = (T,B)T and X = (X5/3, X2/3)T form a bidoublet (2,2) under SU(2)L×SU(2)R, while T˜ is a
singlet (1,1) . The SM quantum numbers of the composite fields are summarized in Table 2. Note
field T 3L T
3
R Y Qel = T
3
L + Y
T +1/2 −1/2 1/6 +2/3
B −1/2 −1/2 1/6 −1/3
X5/3 +1/2 +1/2 7/6 +5/3
X2/3 −1/2 +1/2 7/6 +2/3
T˜ 0 0 2/3 +2/3
Table 2: SM quantum numbers of the composite fermions in ψ. The last column denotes the electric charge.
that Q has the same quantum numbers as the elementary doublet qL = (tL, bL)
T , whereas T˜ has
the same quantum numbers as tR. The doublet X is peculiar of the 5 representation (it is absent
in the most minimal case of the spinorial representation 4). Taking into account only one set of
fermionic composites, the Lagrangian for the fermion sector then reads
Lf = iqL /DqL + itR /DtR + ibR /DbR + iψL /DψL + iψR /DψR
− yf(ψLΣT )(ΣψR)−M0ψ¯LψR + h.c. (40)
− ∆LqLQR −∆RT˜LtR + h.c. ,
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where the covariant derivative acting on ψ is given by
Dµψ =
[
∂µ − igW aµT aL − ig′Bµ(T 3R +X)
]
ψ , X = (2/3)15 . (41)
For later convenience, we also give the embedding of qL and tR in SO(5) vectors:
QL = 1√
2
(
bL −ibL tL itL 0
)T
, TR = 1√
2
(
0 0 0 0
√
2tR
)T
. (42)
Using these expressions the linear mixings can be rewritten as
Lmix = −∆LQLψR −∆RψLTR + h.c. (43)
From the Lagrangian in Eq. (40) we obtain the mass terms and the Yukawa couplings. The mass
matrix reads
− Lm =

tL
TL
X
2/3
L
T˜L


0 ∆L 0 0
0 M0 +
fys2
2
yfs2
2
yfsc√
2
0 yfs
2
2 M0 +
fys2
2
yfsc√
2
∆R
yfsc√
2
yfsc√
2
M0 + yfc
2


tR
TR
X
2/3
R
T˜R
+ h.c. , (44)
where we have introduced the abbreviation s ≡ sin(〈H〉 /f) = v/f and analogously c ≡ cos(〈H〉 /f).
The diagonalization of the matrix, which mixes fundamental fields and composite states, is imme-
diate before electroweak symmetry breaking, i.e. for v = 0. Then the mass terms become diagonal
after the rotations(
qL
QL
)
→
(
cosφL sinφL
− sinφL cosφL
)(
qL
QL
)
, tanφL =
∆L
M0(
tR
T˜R
)
→
(
cosφR sinφR
− sinφR cosφR
)(
tR
T˜R
)
, tanφR =
∆R
M0 + yf
. (45)
In this limit the top is massless, whereas the masses of the composite states are
MQ =
M0
cL
, MX = M0 , MT˜ =
yf +M0
cR
. (46)
Electroweak symmetry breaking effects generate additional mixings, which also involve tL and tR.
Thus the top becomes massive due to its mixing with composite states. At the leading order in
ξ ≡ v2/f2 we have
mt = y sinφL sinφR
v√
2
. (47)
Furthermore, the masses of the composite fermions in Eq. (46) get corrections of order ξ. The
Lagrangian Eq. (40), however, does not give rise to a mass for the bottom quark, because there is
no composite in ψ that has the right quantum numbers to mix with bR. Rather than introducing
another fermionic multiplet (e.g., a 5−1/3) to solve this issue, we introduce a small breaking of the
partial compositeness pattern, namely a Yukawa coupling of the Higgs to elementary states
Lb = −λbqLHbR + h.c. , (48)
where H is the Higgs doublet. We will, however, neglect the small effects proportional to λb .
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Expanding the proto-Yukawa term up to second order in the physical Higgs h we obtain the
Higgs Yukawa couplings and the two-Higgs two-fermion couplings. The Yukawa coupling part of
the Lagrangian reads
− Lhff = y h

tL
TL
X
2/3
L
T˜L


0 0 0 0
0 sc sc 1−2s
2√
2
0 sc sc 1−2s
2√
2
0 1−2s
2√
2
1−2s2√
2
−2sc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ghff¯

tR
TR
X
2/3
R
T˜R
+ h.c. (49)
For the two-Higgs two-fermion interactions we find
− Lhhff = y
2f
h2

tL
TL
X
2/3
L
T˜L


0 0 0 0
0 1− 2 s2 1− 2 s2 −2√2sc
0 1− 2 s2 1− 2 s2 −2√2sc
0 −2√2sc −2√2sc −2 (1− 2 s2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ghhff¯

tR
TR
X
2/3
R
T˜R
+ h.c. (50)
After the rotation into the mass eigenstate basis, the two matrices Ghff¯ and Ghhff¯ yield the single
and double Higgs couplings to fermions, respectively, which will be needed for the calculation of
the single and double composite Higgs production cross sections through gluon fusion.
4.1 Constraints from electroweak precision data and flavor physics
The strongest experimental constraints on composite Higgs models still come from the electroweak
precision measurements at the Z pole mass at LEP. A convenient description of LEP precision data
is given in terms of the parameters 1, 2, 3 and b [36–38]. These parameters are on the one hand
measured with high precision [39], and on the other hand can easily be computed theoretically. In
addition to the SM contribution present in the decoupling limit f → ∞, the MCHM5 contributes
to the  parameters through three different effects. The first beyond the SM (BSM) effect arises
from the modified coupling of the Higgs to W and Z gauge bosons, which induces a logarithmically
divergent contribution to the oblique parameters T and S, or equivalently to 1 and 3. The
contribution is cut-off by the mass mρ of the first composite vector resonance [40],
∆IR1 = −
3α(MZ)
16pi cos2 θW
ξ log
(
m2ρ
m2h
)
, ∆IR3 =
α(MZ)
48pi sin2 θW
ξ log
(
m2ρ
m2h
)
. (51)
The second effect is the direct contribution of the vector ρ and axial-vector a resonances to the S
parameter, which in the MCHM is found to be (see Ref. [41])
∆UV3 =
m2W
m2ρ
(
1 +
m2ρ
m2a
)
∼= 1.36 m
2
W
m2ρ
. (52)
In the second equality, we have used the relation ma/mρ ∼= 5/3, obtained in the five-dimensional
realization of the model [21]. The third and last contribution to electroweak precision parameters
comes from the top partners at one loop, giving contributions both to the T parameter and the Z-b¯-b
vertex, i.e. respectively to 1 and b [24,42–44]. Computing the precise value of these contributions
requires the numerical diagonalisation of the mass matrix of the top quark and its partners, which
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depends on the parameters ∆L, ∆R, M0, y and f . The requirement that the top mass matches the
measured value mt = 173.3 GeV allows, however, to express the corrections to 1 and b in terms
of four dimensionless parameters,
∆fermions1 = f1 (ξ, φL, φR, R) , ∆
fermions
b = fb (ξ, φL, φR, R) , (53)
where ξ, φL, φR are defined above and R = (M0 + yf) /M0. The function f1 is computed exactly
at one loop, while for fb only the longitudinal polarisations of the gauge bosons are taken into
account in the loop. The values obtained in this way are consistent with the full one-loop result
of Ref. [44]. The agreement of the model with experimental data is then assessed through a χ2
test, described in detail in App. C. The latest electroweak precision data are used, including the
2012 update of the W mass. Fixing the Higgs mass to mh = 125 GeV, the model is completely
determined by the five parameters ξ, φL, φR, R and mρ. Over the latter four a scan is performed
for ξ fixed to two representative values, namely 0.25 and 0.1. The results are displayed in Fig. 4
for the left-handed compositeness angle φL versus the mass of the lightest top partner. Note that
the value of R is bounded by the requirement that y < 4pi and that we impose furthermore the
constraint |Vtb| > 0.77 [45]. In Fig. 5, the whole spectrum of composite fermions is shown for a
sample of parameters passing the EWPT. The green points correspond to B, the red ones to X5/3,
and the blue points for each set of parameters denote the top partners T , X2/3 and T˜ , which cannot
be properly distinguished one from another once the rotation in the physical basis is performed. At
leading order in v/f , composite fermions within an electroweak doublet have, however, the same
mass, so that the green points describe approximately the mass of the (T,B) doublet and the red
ones the mass of the (X5/3, X2/3) doublet. The blue points far from the red and green regions in
Fig. 5 can therefore be interpreted as singlets T˜ .
There are two regions of the parameter space compatible with EWPT where in addition at
least one of the top partners is light, as generically needed in order to have a light enough Higgs.
The first region corresponds to low values of the top compositeness angle φL, where the lightest
top partner is typically the singlet T˜ . In this case the fermion bidoublet is always heavier than
1.5 TeV (see Fig. 5) and decouples. Note that the right-handed top must then be very composite
in order to yield the correct top Yukawa coupling yt. The second region corresponds to large values
of sinφL, for which the top-bottom doublet becomes fully composite. In this second region, the
Figure 4: A sample of parameters passing the χ2-test of electroweak precision observables, displaying the
compositeness of the left-handed top versus the mass of the lightest top partner, for ξ = 0.25 (left) and ξ = 0.1
(right). The points in light gray do not pass the direct collider constraints. Points in orange/medium gray
pass the present constraints but will be tested by the LHC running at 8 TeV with an integrated luminosity
of 15 fb−1, see Section 4.2.
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Figure 5: Physical mass spectrum of the composite fermions for a sample of points passing the electroweak
precision tests, as a function of the left-handed top compositeness for ξ = 0.25 (left) and ξ = 0.1 (right). The
blue/dark gray points are top-like fermions (charge +2/3), the green/fair gray points bottom-like (charge
−1/3), and the red/medium gray ones correspond to the exotic X (charge +5/3). Light gray points are
excluded by present collider constraints, see Section 4.2.
‘custodian’ doublet X is very light, having a mass well below a TeV. Since the X doublet contains
an exotic charge 5/3 fermion (which turns out to be the lightest new fermion for large sinφL),
this region is very sensitive to direct collider constraints, as will be discussed in the next section.
An intermediate region with moderate values of sinφL is also allowed by precision data, although
all new fermions are rather heavy, above 1 TeV, so it could be difficult to obtain a light enough
Higgs in this region. A thorough discussion of the implications of top compositeness is contained
in Ref. [46] (see also Ref. [47]). A comment is however in order: in Ref. [46], when tR mixes with a
(1,1) of SU(2)L × SU(2)R (which is the case in MCHM5) a highly composite right-handed top is
not accompanied by anomalously light fermionic resonances, because there is no custodial partner
of the state mixing with tR, the latter being T˜ in MCHM5. Indeed one can write from Eq. (46)
MT˜ = ∆R/ sinφR → ∆R when sinφR → 1, implying that T˜ is not necessarily light in presence of a
strongly composite tR. However, EWPT select a light T˜ for large sinφR, as discussed for example
in Ref. [43].
Note finally that the constraints on the parameter space from electroweak precision data can
be significantly relaxed by extending the fermion sector of the model [44].
Additional constraints on the model come from flavor physics. Composite Higgs models generi-
cally give rise to four-fermion operators which contribute to flavor-changing processes and to electric
dipole moments. Low values of the compositeness scale f as considered in this paper are allowed
if the strong sector is flavor-symmetric, so that MFV can be implemented [48]. In this case both
flavor-changing processes and electric dipole moments are inhibited, but the MFV assumption re-
quires a large degree of compositeness also for light quarks, which are therefore sizably coupled to
the strong sector resonances, leading to a different phenomenology. Experimental constraints can
be described in an effective formalism, in which four-fermion operators arise after integrating out
the vector resonances. The most relevant operator is
g2ρ
4m2ρ
(sinφL)
4 (q¯Lγ
µtaqL) (q¯Lγµt
aqL) , (54)
where ta are the generators of SU(3)c, which imposes a constraint on the size of the mixing angle
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φL. From the most recent experimental dijet angular distributions [49], the bound is
g2ρ
4m2ρ
(sinφL)
4 . 2pi
(7.5 TeV)2
⇒ (sinφL)2 . f
1.5 TeV
, (55)
or equivalently sinφL . 0.6 for ξ = 0.25 and sinφL . 0.7 for ξ = 0.1. Similar bounds apply to the
compositeness of right-handed quarks. Minimal Flavor Violation with left-handed compositeness
is in addition strongly constrained by EWPT [48].
However, it has been recently pointed out [50] that it is possible to treat the top differently
from the light quarks, thus deviating from MFV. Flavor bounds are still satisfied, but since the
first two generations are mostly elementary the constraints from EWPT and from searches for
compositeness are relaxed. In this setup left-handed and right-handed top compositeness are both
viable, and the phenomenology is expected to be analogous to the case where the strong sector is
flavor-anarchic, given that the light generations are mostly elementary.
Figure 6: Branching ratios of the lightest top partner into W+b (upper left), Zt (upper right) and ht (lower)
as a function of its mass for ξ = 0.25. Points for which the singlet (doublet) is the lightest top partner are
shown in pink/medium gray (purple/dark gray).
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4.2 Constraints from searches for heavy fermions
Expanding the composite Yukawa coupling we obtain the leading interactions between one heavy
fermion and two SM particles, which mediate the decay of the heavy states
LY = ysLcR
(
bLpi
− +
tL√
2
(h− ipi0)
)
T˜R + y
sR√
2
X2/3L
(
h+ i pi0
)
tR + h.c.
+
y√
2
sRcLTL
(
h− ipi0) tR + ysRcLBLtRpi− − ysRX5/3LtRpi+ + h.c. , (56)
where we have already performed the rotations ∝ φL,R . From the Goldstone equivalence theorem
then follow the leading order branching ratios (in the limit Mψ  mZ ,mh)
BR(T˜ →Wb) = 1
2
, BR(T˜ → Zt) = BR(T˜ → ht) = 1
4
;
BR(X2/3 → Zt) = BR(X2/3 → ht) = 1
2
, BR(X5/3 →Wt) = 1 ;
BR(T → Zt) = BR(T → ht) = 1
2
, BR(B →Wt) = 1 .
However, in our analysis of the electroweak and collider constraints we will keep all orders in ξ, by
performing a full numerical diagonalization of the mass matrix in the top sector and computing
the couplings of the mass eigenstates to gauge bosons and to the Higgs boson in the unitary gauge.
Complete formulae for the partial decay widths of heavy fermions into SM fields are given in
App. D. As we will see, for the relatively large values of ξ that we consider, sizeable corrections to
the leading approximations listed above arise. In Fig. 6 we show the branching ratios of the lightest
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Figure 7: Cross sections for QCD pair production of heavy fermions at approximate NNLO, at the Tevatron
(dashed), at LHC7 (solid) and at LHC8 (dot-dashed). The cross sections were computed using HATHOR [51],
and MSTW2008 PDFs.
top partner as a function of its mass for ξ = 0.25, for a set of points in parameter space which are
compatible with EWPT. The pink points are the branching ratios in case the lightest top partner
is the singlet. The purple points correspond to the lightest partner being the doublet. Compared
to the approximate formulae the branching ratios into ht are a bit enhanced while the ones into Zt
are somewhat reduced.
In certain regions of the parameter space, some fermionic resonances can be very light, thus
rendering constraints from direct searches for heavy fermions at the LHC and Tevatron relevant.
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The experimental collaborations have performed several searches for pair-produced heavy fermions,
with subsequent decay into the final states WbWb, ZtZt, WtWt . Since pair-production of the
heavy fermions is a QCD process, the cross section σ(pp, pp¯→ ψψ) , with ψ being a generic heavy
fermion, only depends on Mψ . The constraint from e.g. a search for ψψ → WbWb at the LHC
will read
σQCD(pp→ ψψ)× BR(ψ →Wb)2 ≤ σexp , (57)
where σexp is the upper bound on the cross section, as given by the experiment for each value
of the resonance mass. The QCD pair-production cross sections were obtained at approximate
next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) [51], and are shown in Fig. 7. We remark that also single
production of heavy fermions can give complementary, relevant constraints (see e.g. the fourth
among Refs. [5] for a detailed analysis), however no such search has been published by ATLAS and
CMS yet. Therefore, we do not discuss single production.
Note that the branching ratios are non-trivial only for the top partners T,X2/3 and T˜ , whereas
B and X5/3 decay with unity branching ratio into tW∓ . We summarize in Table 3 all the searches
for pair-produced heavy fermions that we included in our analysis. The analyses of tWtW final
states, although intended by the experiments to be searches for heavy charge −1/3 quarks such as
the B, apply straightforwardly also to the X5/3, which decays into the same final state8.
The region of the parameter space corresponding to sinφL ∼ 1 is the most constrained by direct
searches. The lightness of the X5/3 fermion in this case (see Fig. 5) is prohibited by both Tevatron
and LHC searches in WtWt final states. For a lower degree of compositeness of the left-handed top
quark, the lightest top partner is the singlet T˜ , which decays in all three final states Wb, Zt and
ht. The Tevatron only has enough sensitivity to exclude top partners below 300 GeV, while the
most stringent LHC constraints (i.e. those based on the full 2011 luminosity) start at 350 GeV.
This leaves a region of the parameter space in the range mT˜ ∈ [300, 350] GeV which is not directly
excluded by present constraints, see Fig. 4.
In addition to the present exclusion limits, we show in Fig. 4 an estimate of the reach of the LHC
in 2012. The increase in energy enhances significantly the production cross section of heavy fermion
pairs (see Fig.7). On the other hand, the present exclusion limits quoted by ATLAS and CMS will
be modified due to the changes in the background and to the additional integrated luminosity.
Backgrounds in searches for top partners are dominated by top quark pair production, which is
increased by 42% when going from 7 to 8 TeV c.m. energy at the LHC. The search strategy relies
on a cut on the tt¯ invariant mass, whose distribution is not significantly affected by the increase in
energy, as explicitly checked using MadGraph 5 [55]. The upper limit on the top partner production
cross section is therefore softened in the Gaussian approximation by a factor
√
1.42 ∼= 1.19. The
total luminosity of 15 fb−1 expected to be attained in 2012 is nevertheless tightening the limit on
the cross section, lowering it by a square root factor of the luminosity in every channel. More refined
searches after the LHC upgrade to 14 TeV will be needed in order to explore the full parameter
space [5].
5 Single Higgs production in MCHM5
The cross section for single Higgs production in MCHM5 can be readily derived by noting that
we can directly apply Eq. (8) since the Higgs kinetic term is canonically normalized. We therefore
8Note that the decay products of BB and X5/3X
5/3
would have different spatial configurations. For example,
same-sign leptons necessarily stem either from X5/3 or from its antiparticle, while in the case of BB production each
of the same-sign leptons arises from a different heavy particle. However, since in the current searches only basic cuts
on single objects are applied, this kind of kinematic differences is expected to give negligible effects on the exclusion
limits.
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exp. search L [fb−1] range in Mψ [GeV] ref.
CMS [52] WbWb (1 lepton) 4.7 [400, 625] CMS-PAS-EXO-11-099
WbWb (2 leptons) 5.0 [350, 600] arXiv:1203.5410
WtWt 1.14 [350, 550] CMS-PAS-EXO-11-036
WtWt 4.9 [450, 650] arXiv:1204.1088
ZtZt 1.14 [250, 550] arXiv:1109.4985
ATLAS [53] WbWb 1.04 [250, 500] arXiv:1202.3076
WqWq 1.04 [300, 500] arXiv:1202.3389
WtWt (1 lepton) 1.04 [300, 600] arXiv:1202.6540
WtWt (2 leptons) 1.04 [300, 600] arXiv:1202.5520
CDF [54] WbWb 5.6 [180, 500] arXiv:1107.3875
WtWt 4.8 [260, 425] arXiv:1101.5728
Table 3: List of experimental searches for pair-produced heavy fermions that we included in our analysis of
collider constraints.
only need the determinant of the mass matrix of top-like fermions in Eq. (44), which reads
detM†(H)M(H) = M
4
0 y
2f2 sin2 φL sin
2 φR
8 cos2 φL cos2 φR
(M0 + yf)
2 sin2
(
2H
f
)
, (58)
and has the form of Eq. (19). Thus we obtain A1 = (2/v)(1 − 2ξ)/
√
1− ξ (where we have used
sin2(〈H〉 /f) = ξ ), and
σ(pp→ h)
σ(pp→ h)SM =
(
1− 2ξ√
1− ξ
)2
, (59)
which is valid to all orders in ξ. Equation (59) is independent of the details of the fermion spectrum.
While this holds exactly only in the low-energy theorem limit, as discussed in Section 3.3 we expect
that retaining the full mass dependence will give corrections to the cross section at most of a few
percent. This is confirmed by a full computation of the cross section in which the dependence on
the fermion masses is retained, as shown in Fig. 8. The figure shows the cross section of single
Higgs production through gluon fusion including new fermionic resonances, normalized to the SM
cross section computed with finite mt, as a function of the mass of the lightest resonance.
9 Note
that the QCD K-factors10 cancel out under the assumption that the higher order corrections are
the same in both cases11 (see Ref. [32]). A parameter scan has been performed, selecting only
points that satisfy EWPT. Among these, points that satisfy all current collider bounds are shown
in green, whereas gray points are already excluded. In orange we show points currently allowed,
but that will be excluded by searches for heavy fermions at the end of the LHC8 run if no excess
is observed. The agreement with the prediction of the low-energy theorem in Eq. (59), shown as
a black line, confirms that the cross section is to an excellent approximation independent of the
details of the spectrum, and is fixed only by ξ. The sensitivity to the composite couplings is at
most 2% × σSM for light top partners, in agreement with our previous estimate, and vanishes for
9We have compared our results in the SM limit to the ones obtained with HIGLU [56].
10The K-factor is defined as the ratio of the higher-order cross section to the leading order cross section.
11This assumption is valid only at next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD. At NNLO QCD different mass scales play a
role. Furthermore, the correct matching of the strong coupling constant in the effective and the full theory has to be
performed. In Ref. [32], however, it was shown that for parameters similar to ours the differences in the K-factors
are of the order of a few percent only, so that the SM NNLO K-factor can safely be applied also to the MCHM5 case.
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Figure 8: The MCHM5 cross section for single Higgs production through gluon fusion (including the exact
dependence on top and heavy fermion masses), normalized to the SM cross section (computed retaining the
mt dependence), as a function of the mass of the lightest fermion resonance mlightest for mh = 125 GeV. The
compositeness parameter has been chosen ξ = 0.25. Green/dark gray points are allowed, gray points are
excluded by current collider constraints, whereas orange/fair gray points will be tested by LHC8 in 2012.
For comparison, the cross section ratio computed with the LET, Eq. (59), is shown as a black line.
heavy partners. We conclude that for single Higgs production the LET provides a very accurate
cross section for any spectrum of the extra fermions.
Finally we remark that the result in Eq. (59) coincides with the one obtained considering only
the Higgs nonlinearities, i.e. rescaling the SM cross section by c2, where c is the correction to the
top Yukawa in the limit where fermionic resonances are heavy and thus their effects negligible (see
Table 1). This is a consequence of the cancellation discussed above.
5.1 Effect of non-minimal operators
We can add to the minimal partial compositeness Lagrangian in Eq. (40) the following operators
∆L = i y′L(ψLΣT ) /D(ΣψL) + i y′R(ψRΣT ) /D(ΣψR) , (60)
where the covariant derivative reads Dµ = ∂µ − ig′X Bµ (X = 2/3). The most convenient way to
discuss these operators is to perform the following field redefinition,
ψL,R → ζ(x)TψL,R , (61)
where ζ(x) was defined in Eq. (36). Upon this transformation, the Lagrangian reads (omitting
kinetic terms of elementary fields, and gauge interactions)
Lf + ∆L → iψL/∂ψL + iψLγµζ(x)(∂µζT (x))ψL + (L→ R)
− yf(ψLΣT0 )(Σ0ψR)−M0ψLψR + h.c.
+ i y′L(ψLΣ
T
0 ) /D(Σ0ψL) + (L→ R) (62)
− ∆LQLζT (x)ψR −∆RψLζ(x) TR + h.c.
Thus we need to rescale the singlet T˜ to make it canonically normalized, T˜L,R → T˜L,R/
√
1 + y′L,R .
Let us now focus on how the amplitude for gg → h is modified by the new operators. It is easy
to verify that the Higgs derivative interactions contained in Eq. (62) do not contribute to the
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amplitude for single Higgs production, because they are antisymmetric in the fermion fields [11].
Therefore we can simply apply the low-energy theorem. From the fermion mass matrix, which
reads
M =

0 ∆L
1+cos(H/f)
2 ∆L
cos(H/f)−1
2 ∆L
sin(H/f)√
2
1√
1+y′R
− sin(H/f)√
2
∆R M0 0 0
− sin(H/f)√
2
∆R 0 M0 0
cos(H/f)√
1+y′L
∆R 0 0
M0+yf√
1+y′L
√
1+y′R
 , (63)
we obtain
detM2(H) = ∆
2
L∆
2
Rf
2M20 y
2
8(1 + y′L)(1 + y
′
R)
sin2
(
2H
f
)
, (64)
which implies that the amplitude for gg → h is not sensitive to the value of y′L,R, see Eq. (19).
On the other hand, the Higgs derivative interactions in Eq. (62) contribute in general to the pair
production process, because they enter box diagrams. Therefore the cross section for gg → hh
will be sensitive to y′L,R . In the following section, however, we consider the minimal Lagrangian,
setting y′L,R = 0 .
Finally we comment about the contribution of the exotic state X5/3 to the amplitudes for
gg → h, hh. In the field basis of Eq. (62) the Higgs appears only in elementary/composite mixing
terms and in derivative interactions (thus showing manifestly its pseudo-GB nature). Since X5/3
does not mix with any elementary field, there is no contribution to the amplitudes from the mixing
terms. On the other hand, it is easy to check explicitly that Higgs derivative interactions do not
involve X5/3. We conclude that the exotic state does not contribute at all to the amplitudes for
single and double Higgs production via gluon fusion.
6 Double Higgs production in MCHM5
In this section we discuss the cross section for pp → hh first in the LET approximation, and
subsequently retaining the full dependence on the masses of the fermions running in the loops.
6.1 LET cross section
From the determinant of the fermion mass matrix in Eq. (58) we can compute A2 = (−2/v2)/(1−ξ),
which determines the hhgg coupling via fermion loops. This, together with the form of A1 previously
derived and with the expression of the h3 coupling given in Table 1, allows us to write down the
amplitude for gg → hh at all orders in ξ:
CLETMCHM5(sˆ) =
3m2h
sˆ−m2h
(
1− 2ξ√
1− ξ
)2
− 1
1− ξ . (65)
Thus analogously to single Higgs production, the LET cross section for Higgs pair production is
insensitive to the details of the heavy fermion spectrum, and is fixed only by ξ. The corresponding
pp→ hh cross section at LHC14, normalized to the SM cross section (also computed in the infinite
mt limit) was shown as a function of ξ in the left panel of Fig. 3.
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Figure 9: The cross section for double Higgs production in MCHM5 normalized to the SM as a function of
ξ for three different approximations. Red: in the limit of heavy top partners keeping the full top quark mass
dependence. Blue: LET. Black: setting the two-Higgs two-fermion coupling to zero. The red/blue dotted
lines show the same as the red/blue full lines after application of an invariant mass cut of mhh ≥ 600 GeV.
6.2 Enhancement of the cross section
We have seen that for small values of ξ single Higgs production in the MCHM5 is suppressed
compared to the SM while double Higgs production is enhanced. The behavior of single Higgs
production becomes clear from the LET result given in Eq. (59). In double Higgs production the
Higgs pair is either produced through Higgs bosons coupling to the gluons through triangle loops
or through boxes. In the former case, in the SM we only have a diagram with a Higgs subsequently
decaying into two Higgs bosons, while in composite Higgs models there is an additional triangle
diagram due to the two-Higgs two-fermion coupling. In the amplitude for Higgs pair production
the parts coming from the triangle containing the triple Higgs coupling and from the box diagrams
interfere destructively. In the MCHM5 amplitude where these two contributions are modified by
((1− 2ξ)/√1− ξ)2, the additional diagram with the two-Higgs two-fermion coupling proportional
to ξ can hence have order one effects so that it governs the total cross section. This can be inferred
from Fig. 9 which shows the double Higgs production MCHM5 cross section normalized to the SM
as a function of ξ for three different approximations. The red line has been obtained in the limit
of heavy top partners keeping the full top quark mass dependence, the blue line is the LET result,
and the black line, finally, is obtained by explicitly setting the two-Higgs two-fermion coupling to
zero. In this case the cross section ratio is given by ((1 − 2ξ)/√1− ξ)4 both for the LET and for
the approximation where the top quark mass dependence has been kept. The dotted lines in the
figure have been obtained by applying an invariant mass cut of mhh ≥ 600 GeV. After application
of the cut the discrepancy in the cross section results for the two approximations becomes even
worse, see also the discussion in Section 6.4.
6.3 Full 1-loop cross section
In the triangle diagrams which contribute to double Higgs production the gluons couple to the total
spin Sz = 0 along the z-axis, whereas the box diagrams involve Sz = 0 and Sz = 2 couplings. The
amplitude for the process can hence be expressed in terms of independent form factors F4, F,
F,5 associated with spin 0 and G, G,5 associated with spin 2. The total partonic cross section
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is given by
σˆgg→hh =
α2s
1024(2pi)3
1
sˆ2
∫ tˆ+
tˆ−
dtˆ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
4∑
i=1
4∑
j=1
(
g2hq¯iqjG(mi,mj) + g
2
hq¯iqj ,5
G,5(mi,mj)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣
4∑
i=1
Ci,4F4(mi) + 4∑
j=1
(
g2hq¯iqjF(mi,mj) + g
2
hq¯iqj ,5
F,5(mi,mj)
)∣∣∣∣∣∣
2 ,
(66)
with the integration limits
tˆ± = − sˆ
2
1− 2m2h
sˆ
∓
√
1− 4m
2
h
sˆ
 , (67)
where sˆ denotes the partonic c.m. energy. The triangle and box form factors are given in App. E.
The various couplings appearing in Eq. (66) are also defined there. We have explicitely verified
that in the SM limit our result agrees with Ref. [14]. The hadronic cross section is obtained by
convolution with the parton distribution function of the gluon in the proton, see Eq. (29).
6.4 Numerical analysis
For the numerical analyis we have performed, after fixing ξ to one of the benchmark values ξ = 0.25
or ξ = 0.1, a scan in the parameter set (φL, φR, R) and retained only the points which fulfill the
constraints from EWPT. By this we mean that there exists a value of mρ ∈ [1.5 TeV, 4pif ] such
that the configuration (ξ, φL, φR, R,mρ) passes EWPT at 99% CL. For this set of points we show
in Fig. 10 for mh = 125 GeV and ξ = 0.25 the double Higgs production cross section normalized to
the SM as a function of the lightest top partner mass. The dependence on the masses of the loop
particles has been fully taken into account. The black solid line shows the result in the limit of
heavy partners, keeping only the top contribution (with full mass dependence) in the loop, while
the black dashed line corresponds to the LET result in Fig. 3. The green (gray) dots are points
which pass (do not pass) the current constraints from Tevatron and LHC data, whereas orange
points will be tested by LHC8.
Some comments are in order. First of all, we find a sizeable dependence of the cross section
on the spectrum of the heavy fermions with 2.7 . σ/σSM . 3.7. We recall that both the LET
cross section and the cross section in the limit of heavy partners only depend on ξ. The LET
approximation, however, severely underestimates the ratio σ/σSM , and this effect is even worse if
we refer directly to the cross section, since we are consistently normalizing the LET cross section
for MCHM5 to σSM (mt →∞), which is ∼ 20% smaller than the full result. On the other hand, the
result in the limit of heavy partners, while keeping the full top mass dependence [17], overestimates
the cross section in the region mlightest . 1 TeV, which is compatible with a Higgs as light as
125 GeV. For large values of the partner masses, of course, the cross section tends to the value
obtained including only top loops (with top couplings following the ‘trigonometric’ rescalings given
in Table 1).
It should be noted that we have not taken into account higher-order QCD corrections. They
have been calculated at NLO for SM and MSSM Higgs pair production in Ref. [57] in the heavy
top mass limit. However, they cannot be taken over here as we have the additional diagram with
the two-Higgs two-fermion coupling and more seriously box diagrams with different loop particle
masses. For heavy loop particle masses we do not expect the corrections to be too different from
the SM case, so that they approximately cancel out in the ratio of the two cross sections.
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Figure 10: The cross section for double Higgs production through gluon fusion normalized to the SM as
function of the mass of the lightest resonance of the heavy top sector, for mh = 125 GeV. The compositeness
parameter has been chosen ξ = 0.25. Green/dark gray (gray) dots denote points which pass (do not pass)
all current constraints, whereas orange/fair gray dots correspond to points that will be tested by LHC8.
The left panel shows points for which X2/3 is the lightest top partner (as a consequence of tL being largely
composite), whereas for points in the right panel the lightest top partner is typically the singlet T˜ . The black
solid (dashed) line corresponds to the result in the limit of heavy top partners keeping the full top mass
dependence (to the LET result as in Fig. 3). The expected number of events in the hh → bb¯γγ final state
after all cuts at LHC14 with L = 300 fb−1 is also shown, along with the 3σ evidence threshold (dot-dashed
line), see text for details.
Figure 11: Cross section for double Higgs production through gluon fusion normalized to the SM as function
of the mass of the lightest resonance of the heavy top sector, for ξ = 0.1 and mh = 125 GeV. Points are split
in the two panels depending on the degree of compositeness of tL. The meaning of the dots and lines is the
same as in Fig. 10, except that we assumed an integrated luminosity L = 3 ab−1 at LHC14. The dot-dashed
line corresponds to the 5σ discovery threshold, see text for details.
In Fig. 11 we show the corresponding results for a lower value of ξ = 0.1, which corresponds
to f ' 800 GeV. Due to the larger value of f , the cross section is less enhanced compared to the
SM. Similarly to the case ξ = 0.25 the LET underestimates the cross section, although in a less
dramatic way than in the previous case.
To estimate the reach of the 14 TeV run of the LHC on double Higgs production, we focus on the
final state hh→ bb¯γγ, which was shown to be the most promising for a light Higgs boson [15,58–60].
Reference [60] found that assuming a luminosity L = 600 fb−1, 6 signal events could be obtained
after all cuts, with a background of 11 events. We estimate the expected number of signal events for
MCHM5 by computing σ(pp→ hh)×BR(hh→ bb¯γγ) for each point in the parameter space (taking
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into account the QCD production K-factor12 of 1.9 and the non-standard Higgs branching ratios)
and multiplying it times the acceptance for all cuts as computed in Ref. [60] for the SM. This rough
approximation cannot of course replace a full analysis of the effects of cuts in the MCHM5 case,
which however goes beyond the scope of this work. We therefore apply the simplified procedure
for an illustratory purpose. We also quote the number of events needed for a 3 (5)σ evidence
with L = 300 (3000) fb−1, based on the background estimate of Ref. [60] with the requirement of
one b-tagged jet. Notice that this is likely to be conservative, because the analysis of reducible
backgrounds (whose sum is larger than the irreducible bb¯γγ) performed in Ref. [60] made use of
efficiencies and misidentification probabilities, in particular for b-jets, that have since then been
improved by ATLAS and CMS. We find that a 3σ excess can be obtained already with 300 fb−1 if
ξ = 0.25, except perhaps in some regions of the parameter space with a very light top partner. A
5σ discovery would be possible at the LHC luminosity upgrade for a more moderate value ξ = 0.1.
We note that in the recent Ref. [18] two b-tagged jets were required, and the efficiency and
rejection probabilities for b-tagging were updated to current values. However, since we are only
interested in a rough estimate of the LHC reach, we conservatively adopt the numbers of Ref. [60].
Furthermore, a realistic analysis of the instrumental backgrounds relevant to bb¯γγ would require a
detailed knowledge of the detector properties, which is out of the reach of a theoretical analysis. See
also Ref. [61] for a study of the bb¯ττ final state, and Ref. [62] for an analysis of the bb¯WW → bb¯`νjj
channel.
Additionally, we studied if applying a cut on the invariant mass mhh could be useful to measure
deviations from the SM cross section. Therefore, in Fig. 12 we show the same as Fig. 10 but after
an invariant mass cut of mhh ≥ 600 GeV has been applied. As can be inferred from the plot the
composite cross section is more enhanced compared to the SM than without application of a cut,
see also Fig. 10. On the other hand the absolute value of the cross section after cuts becomes very
small. The plots reveal, however, another interesting feature. While for masses of the lightest top
partner above 2 TeV the total cross section is reasonably well approximated by the cross section
where only Higgs nonlinearities are considered, see Fig. 10, this is not the case any more after
application of cuts. This can be inferred from Fig. 12 by comparing the full result, given by the
points, to the black line, which is the ratio of the double Higgs production cross section considering
only Higgs nonlinearities to the SM cross section (the full top dependence has been included in
both cases). So we conclude that not only the heavy top partner limit in the total cross section of
double Higgs production is a rather bad approximation unless the top partners are really heavy,
but this approximation becomes even worse when a cut on mhh is applied. The latter, however,
may be relevant in the experimental analyses to enhance the signal to background ratio and to
extract information on the couplings involved in the process.
7 Conclusions
Models of electroweak symmetry breaking aiming at giving a rationale for the stability of the weak
scale under radiative corrections predict an extended top sector at an energy scale typically below a
TeV. Carrying color and electric charges, these top partners are naively expected to give significant
corrections to the loop-induced couplings of the Higgs boson to massless photons and gluons. We
examined this question in the context of composite Higgs models where the Higgs boson emerges
as a Goldstone boson from a strongly-interacting theory. We first extended the well-known SM
12As stated above the SM QCD corrections to double Higgs production cannot be translated trivially to the
composite Higgs case. Assuming the top partners to be heavy we expect, however, the error not to be too large by
applying the SM K-factor to MCHM5 double Higgs production. Concerning the diagram involving the two-Higgs
two-fermion coupling we explicitly verified that it hardly changes the QCD corrections compared to the SM ones.
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Figure 12: The cross section for double Higgs production through gluon fusion after an invariant mass cut
mhh ≥ 600 GeV, normalized to the SM for mh = 125 GeV, as function of the mass of the lightest resonance
of the heavy top sector. The compositeness parameter has been chosen ξ = 0.25. Green/dark gray (gray)
dots denote points which pass (do not pass) all current constraints, whereas orange/fair gray dots correspond
to points that will be tested by LHC8. The left panel shows points for which X2/3 is the lightest top partner,
whereas for the points in the right panel the lightest top partner is typically the singlet T˜ . The black solid
line corresponds to the result obtained considering only Higgs nonlinearities, i.e. in the limit of heavy top
partners and keeping the full top mass dependence.
Higgs low-energy theorem that gives a simple way to estimate the contribution of heavy particles
to the Higgs couplings to photons and gluons and we then checked the accuracy of this LET
approximation to an explicit full one-loop computation taking into account the contributions of
all fermionic resonances. We confirmed that in composite models there is actually a quite efficient
cancellation for the contribution of the top partners to the single Higgs production cross section,
which deviates by no more than a few percents from the result obtained taking into account the
Higgs nonlinearities only. For single production, the LET provides a very accurate prediction of
the cross section. The situation is, however, totally different for double Higgs production for which
the LET approximation is not reliable any more, and deviates from the true result by up to 50%.
The top partners also significantly reduce the enhancement of the gg → hh cross section over
the SM that was previously computed taking into account the strong dynamics effects only. This
dependence on the top partner spectrum and couplings gives an indirect access to this sector that
will complement the information gathered from direct searches as well as from electroweak and
flavor precision data.
The recent discovery of the Higgs boson puts the identification of its true nature on the im-
mediate agenda of high-energy physics and a careful study of the top sector can bring invaluable
information. If the Higgs is a composite object, then tt¯h and gg → hh will be important channels
that can give access to the top partners and where large deviations compared to the SM predictions
are expected.
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Appendices
A Derivation of the hgg, hhgg and hγγ couplings in the SILH formalism
In this section we derive the expressions of the couplings hgg, hhgg and hγγ in the SILH formalism.
A.1 The hgg and hhgg couplings
Our starting point is Eq. (8). We also stress that since we are working in a general basis where
cr 6= 0, the relation between 〈H〉 and v is non-trivial, as can be read off the W boson mass term,
m2W =
g2v2
4
, with v2 = 〈H〉2
(
1 +
cr
4
〈H〉2
f2
)
. (68)
We assume for definiteness the presence of one or more vector-like top partners, which upon inte-
gration contribute to cg, and identify the light mass eigenstate of the heavy fermion mass matrix
M with the top quark, whose mass reads
mt(H) =
ytH√
2
(
1− c(t)y
H2
2f2
)
, (69)
where c
(t)
y parameterizes the correction to the SM top Yukawa coupling. The coefficients A1,2 in
Eq. (8) can be related to c
(t)
y and cg by separating the contribution (to the hgg and hhgg coupling,
respectively) of the top quark, which involves c
(t)
y , from that of top partners, which is parameterized
by cg . The results are
1
2
〈H〉A1 = 1
2
(
∂
∂ logH
log detM2(H)
)
H=v
= 1− c(t)y
v2
f2
+ 3cg
y2t
m2ρ
v2 , (70)
1
2
〈H〉2A2 = 1
2
((
∂2
∂(logH)2
− ∂
∂ logH
)
log detM2(H)
)
H=v
= −1− c(t)y
v2
f2
+ 3cg
y2t
m2ρ
v2 , (71)
where we work at O(1/f2).13 Note that the ‘implicit’ expressions containing the determinant are
in practice more useful than the explicit ones written in terms of c
(t)
y and cg, because using the
former avoids diagonalizing the heavy fermion mass matrix, a rather complicated task in presence
of multiple top partners.
In Eq. (8) we have assumed that h has a canonical kinetic term. However, in the SILH La-
grangian the operators proportional to cH and cr correct the Higgs kinetic term as follows
∆Lh kin = 1
2f2
(
cH +
cr
4
)
(〈H〉+ h)2∂µh∂µh , (72)
13In the second and third term of each of Eqs. (70) and (71) we have used the fact that the distinction between
〈H〉 and v expressed by Eq. (68) is higher order in ξ there.
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which also contains Higgs derivative interactions. At first order in ξ, these can be eliminated by
the nonlinear redefinition [8]
h→ h− ξ
2
(
cH +
cr
4
)(
h+
h2
v
+
h3
3v2
)
, (73)
which leaves h canonically normalized. Notice that in a nonlinear σ-model, the Higgs is canonically
normalized at all orders, which corresponds to the relation cH = −cr/4. Performing the transfor-
mation in Eq. (73), we arrive at the effective coupling of the Higgs to one and two gluons, Eqs. (11)
and (12), respectively. The invariance of these expressions under the reparameterization in Eq. (2)
can be easily verified by using Eqs. (70) and (71), respectively.
A.2 The hγγ coupling
Starting from Eq. (15), recalling the expression of the W boson mass in Eq. (68) and taking
into account the rescaling needed to make the Higgs kinetic term canonical, see Eq. (73), it is
straightforward to obtain Eq. (16). Similarly to Eq. (70), A1 can be related to c
(t)
y and cγ (assuming
that all contributions to cγ come from the fermion sector)
1
2
〈H〉A1 = 1
2
(
∂
∂ logH
log detM2(H)
)
H=v
= 1− c(t)y
v2
f2
+ cγ
g2
m2ρ
v2
1
2Q2t
. (74)
Plugging Eq. (74) into Eq. (16), the invariance under the reparameterization in Eq. (2) becomes
explicit.
B The SILH coefficients for the Littlest Higgs and MCHM4
In this section we give the minimal details which are needed to compute the coefficients of the SILH
Lagrangian relevant to Higgs production via gluon fusion in the Littlest Higgs and in the minimal
composite Higgs model with fermions in the spinorial representation.
B.1 Littlest Higgs
The Littlest Higgs model [63] is based on the coset SU(5)/SO(5). We consider here a variation
where only one U(1) group is gauged, as this eliminates one source of custodial breaking and thus
relaxes the tension with EWPT suffered by the original model. In Ref. [64] it was shown that a
scale as low as f ∼ 1.2 TeV is allowed in this case. This, however, leaves an extra singlet Goldstone
boson in the spectrum, whose effects will be ignored in the following.14 The Σ field reads
Σ(x) = e2iΠ/fΣ0 , Π =
η/(2
√
5) H/
√
2 ϕ
H†/
√
2 −2η/√5 HT /√2
ϕ† H∗/
√
2 η/(2
√
5)
 , Σ0 =
 121
12
 , (75)
where H is the Higgs doublet, ϕ is a complex triplet and η is a singlet. An SU(2)1×SU(2)2×U(1)Y
subgroup of the global symmetry is gauged and is spontaneously broken at the scale f to the
diagonal SU(2)L × U(1)Y . In Eq. (75) we omitted the GBs that get eaten by the heavy SU(2)
triplet of vectors. The two-derivative Lagrangian reads
L = f
2
8
Tr
[
(DµΣ)
†DµΣ
]
, DµΣ = ∂µΣ− i
∑
j=1,2
gjW
a
j (Q
a
jΣ + ΣQ
aT
j )− ig′Bµ(Y Σ + ΣY ) , (76)
14Additional sources of symmetry breaking are needed in order to give the singlet a potential.
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with the gauged generators given by
Qa1 =
σa/2  , Qa2 =

−σa ∗/2
 , Y = diag (1/2, 1/2, 0,−1/2,−1/2) . (77)
The SM fermions are taken to transform only under SU(2)1 × U(1)Y .
The coefficients cH and cr receive contributions of three different kinds. The first arises from
the nonlinear σ model structure. Using
m2W =
1
2
g2f2 sin2
( 〈H〉√
2f
)
, g =
g1g2√
g21 + g
2
2
, (78)
we find cσH = 1/6 and c
σ
r = −4 cσH = −2/3 .
The second contribution comes from integrating out the heavy vector triplet. The procedure
has been described in detail in Ref. [27], and we simply apply it to the case under study, obtaining
cvH = 1/4 and c
v
r = −1 , in agreement with Ref. [10].
The third and last contribution arises from integrating out heavy scalars. Since we also need to
compute c6, we write down the scalar potential up to order H
6 . Neglecting g′, the relevant terms
are
V = c+
{
f2
∣∣∣ϕij + i4f (HiHj +HjHi)∣∣∣2 − 16f2 |H|6 + i2f |H|2 (ϕijH∗i H∗j − ϕ∗ijHiHj)− 43 |ϕij |2|H|2}
+ c−
{
f2
∣∣∣ϕij − i4f (HiHj +HjHi)∣∣∣2 − 16f2 |H|6 − i2f |H|2 (ϕijH∗i H∗j − ϕ∗ijHiHj)− 43 |ϕij |2|H|2} ,
where the coefficient c+ receives contributions from g1, whereas c− from g2 and from the top Yukawa
sector. In general, starting from a Lagrangian of the form
LΦ = −Φa ∗Φa−(M2−β2|H|2)Φa ∗Φa+
(
βfΦa ∗HT 
σa
2
H + h.c.
)
+
(
β4
f
Φa ∗HT 
σa
2
H|H|2 + h.c.
)
(79)
( = iσ2) and integrating out Φ one obtains csH = β
2f4/(2M4) and csr = 2β
2f4/M4 . In addition,
there is a contribution to c6,
cΦ6 = −
1
λ
(
ββ4f
2
M2
+
β2β2f
4
2M4
)
, (80)
where λ is the Higgs quartic coupling (after the triplet has been integrated out). In the Littlest
Higgs case we make the identifications
M2 = (c+ + c−)f2 , β =
1√
2
(c− − c+) , β2 = 4
3
(c+ + c−) , β4 =
1√
2
(c+ − c−) . (81)
Therefore we find
csH =
1
4
(
c− − c+
c− + c+
)2
, csr =
(
c− − c+
c− + c+
)2
. (82)
On the other hand,
c6 = − 1
λ
(
c+ + c−
6
)
+ cΦ6 = −
2
3
, (83)
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where we have used the expression of the quartic coupling λ = c+c−/(c+ + c−) . Notice that in
general the neutral component of ϕ gets a nonzero VEV, which is strongly constrained by EWPT.
Small values of f ∼ 1 TeV in fact require the approximate condition c+ ' c− to be satisfied, which
makes the triplet VEV very small15 [64]. We assume this condition to be realized, and therefore
neglect effects due to the triplet VEV in our discussion.
Concerning the top sector, in addition to the doublet qL = ( tL , bL )
T and to the singlet tR a
pair of SU(2)-singlet fermions T˜L, T˜R with electric charge Q = Y = 2/3 is introduced. The Yukawa
Lagrangian then reads
− LY = λ1
2
f tRijkabχiΣjaΣkb + λ2fT˜RT˜L + h.c. (84)
(i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 and a, b = 4, 5). Here χ is an SU(3) triplet, χ = ( bL , tL , T˜L )
T . The fermion mass
matrix in the Higgs background
H =
(
0
H/
√
2
)
(85)
reads
− Lm =
(
tR T˜R
)
M
(
tL
T˜L
)
+ h.c. , M =
(
− i√
2
λ1f sin
(√
2H
f
)
λ1f cos
2
(
H√
2f
)
0 λ2f
)
, (86)
implying
detM†M = 1
2
λ21λ
2
2f
4 sin2
√
2H
f
. (87)
This allows us to write the amplitude for gg → hh in the Littlest Higgs, in the low-energy theorem
limit as
CLHLET(sˆ) =
3m2h
sˆ−m2h
[
1− 3
4
ξ
(
7
3
+
(
c− − c+
c− + c+
)2)]
− 1− ξ
4
(
1 +
(
c− − c+
c− + c+
)2)
. (88)
We also note that in this case it is easy to diagonalize explicitly the fermion mass matrix at O(1/f2),
obtaining
− Lm = mt(H) tRtL +mT (H)TRTL + h.c. (89)
where
mt(H) =
ytH√
2
[
1 +
H2
f2
(
−1
3
+
y2t
4λ2T
)]
, (90)
mT (H) = fλT
(
1− H
2
f2
y2t
4λ2T
)
, (91)
with yt =
√
2λ1λ2/
√
λ21 + λ
2
2 and λT =
√
λ21 + λ
2
2 . In the notation of Eq. (20), we have
c(t)y =
2
3
− y
2
t
2λ2T
, aT = − y
2
t
4λ2T
. (92)
Thus c
(t)
y − 2aT = 2/3 = const., as must be the case since the factorization in Eq. (19) holds.
15When c+ = c− the potential does not contain any tadpole for ϕ .
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B.2 MCHM4
Similarly to what we did for MCHM5, we can apply directly Eq. (8) to derive the hgg and hhgg
effective couplings at all orders in ξ. For more details about the model we refer the reader to
Ref. [9], the notation of which we adopt here. The composite fermions are embedded into SO(5)
spinors 41/6 as
ψL =
 qL 1−i TL
−i BL
 , ψR =
 QRi tR 1
i bR 1
 , (93)
where qL 1 = (tL 1, bL 1)
T and QR = (TR, BR)
T are SU(2)L doublets, and TL, BL, tR 1, bR 1 are
singlets. In addition, an elementary doublet qL 2 = (tL 2, bL 2)
T and singlet tR 2 are present. The
fermion Lagrangian reads
− Lf = y ψLΓMΦMψR + fλqqL,2QR + fλtTLtR 2 + h.c. , (94)
where Φ = f(0, 0, 0, sin(H/f), cos(H/f)) , and ΓM are the Gamma matrices of SO(5) . The mass
matrix reads
− Lm =
(
tL 1 tL 2 TL
)M
tR 1tR 2
TR
+ h.c. , M = f
y sin(H/f) 0 y cos(H/f)0 0 λq
y cos(H/f) λt −y sin(H/f)
 , (95)
from which we find
detM†M = λ2qλ2t y2f6 sin2(H/f) and A1 =
2
v
√
1− ξ , A2 = − 2
v2
. (96)
Finally recalling the expression of the Higgs trilinear coupling in MCHM4, Lh3 = −(m2h/2v)h3
√
1− ξ ,
we find the amplitude for Higgs pair production via gluon fusion in the low-energy theorem ap-
proximation
CMCHM4LET (sˆ) =
3m2h
sˆ−m2h
(1− ξ)− 1 . (97)
C The χ2 test for electroweak precision observables
We discuss here in detail the χ2 test used to constrain the parameters of the MCHM5 described
in section 4.1. The best experimental determination of 1, 3 and b still comes from the precision
measurements at the Z pole mass at LEP [39]:

(exp)
1 = (5.4± 1.0) · 10−3,

(exp)
2 = (−8.9± 1.2) · 10−3,

(exp)
3 = (5.34± 0.94) · 10−3,

(exp)
b = (−5.0± 1.6) · 10−3,
ρ =

1 0.60 0.86 0.00
0.60 1 0.40 −0.01
0.86 0.40 1 0.02
0.00 −0.01 0.02 1
 . (98)
Here ρ is the correlation matrix between the i obtained from the App. E of Ref. [39], marginalizing
over the three parameters mZ , αS(mZ) and ∆α
(5)
had(mZ).
16 The status of electroweak precision
16Alternatively, we could set the three extra parameters to their experimental best values. This would give slightly
more stringent constraints.
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observables did not change since then, except for the mass of the W boson. The latter was recently
updated based on Tevatron results [65,66], and the new world average is now [67]
mW = 80.385± 0.015 GeV. (99)
The parameter 2 is the only one depending on the mass of the W boson, through the term
2 =
s20
1− 2s20
∆rw + [terms independent of mW ] , (100)
where s20 = 0.23098, and the measurement of ∆rw is related to mW through
pi α(0)√
2m2Z GF
(1−∆α−∆rw)−1 = m
2
W
m2Z
(
1− m
2
W
m2Z
)
. (101)
Here α(0) is the fine-structure constant and GF the Fermi constant, both known to high accuracy.
Furthermore, ∆α accounts for the running of the electroweak coupling between the low energy limit
and the Z-pole mass. The uncertainty associated to it is important, but the shift in ∆rw induced
by the new value of mW is independent of ∆α. The change of mW and consequently 2 between
the LEP data of 2006 and the present value is then
2006 2012
mW 80.425± 0.034 GeV 80.385± 0.015 GeV
2 (−8.9± 1.2) · 10−3 (−7.9± 0.9) · 10−3
(102)
The experimental values for the i used in this paper are therefore

(exp)
1 = (5.4± 1.0) · 10−3,

(exp)
2 = (−7.9± 0.9) · 10−3,

(exp)
3 = (5.34± 0.94) · 10−3,

(exp)
b = (−5.0± 1.6) · 10−3,
ρ =

1 0.80 0.86 0.00
0.80 1 0.53 −0.01
0.86 0.53 1 0.02
0.00 −0.01 0.02 1
 , (103)
where we took into account the fact that 1,3,b and their covariances with 2 are not affected by the
new measurement of the W mass.
On the theoretical side, the i are predicted to take the values [24]

(th)
1 = [+5.66− 0.86 log (mh/mZ)] · 10−3 + ∆IR1 + ∆fermions1

(th)
2 = [−7.11 + 0.16 log (mh/mZ)] · 10−3

(th)
3 = [+5.25 + 0.54 log (mh/mZ)] · 10−3 + ∆IR3 + ∆UV3

(th)
b = −6.48 · 10−3 + ∆fermionsb
(104)
where the first numbers are the Standard Model corrections and the remaining contributions are
given in Section 4.1 for the MCHM5. For the computation, we used a top mass mt = 173.3 GeV
and a Higgs mass of mh = 125 GeV. The χ
2 test is then defined as
χ2 (ξ, φL, φR, R,mρ) =
∑
i,j
(

(th)
i − (exp)i
)
C−1ij
(

(th)
j − (exp)j
)
, (105)
where C−1 is the inverse of the covariance matrix
Cij = ∆
(exp)
i ρij ∆
(exp)
j . (106)
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As indicated in Eq. (105), the χ2 depends on five parameters. However, ξ carries a different meaning
than the other parameters, since it provides a measure of the fine-tuning of the model. The absolute
minimum of the χ2 is in particular obtained for a very small value of ξ, which is highly unnatural.
We compute therefore the minimum of the χ2 for a fixed value of ξ, and require
χ2 (φL, φR, R,mρ)
∣∣
ξ
− χ2min
∣∣
ξ
≤ 13.28 . (107)
The value on the right-hand side corresponds to a confidence level of 99% with four degrees of
freedom (φL, φR, R and mρ). For the values quoted in section 4.1, we have
χ2min
∣∣
ξ=0.25
∼= 0.98, χ2min
∣∣
ξ=0.1
∼= 0.85 . (108)
Note that the minimum of the χ2 in the MCHM5 is significantly lower than in the Standard Model,
χ2SM = 5.03, which is expected due to the larger number of fitting parameters.
D Partial decay widths of heavy fermions in MCHM5
In this section we collect the formulae for the partial decay widths of fermionic resonances in
MCHM5. We start by defining the relevant couplings. We denote by UL,R the transformations
that diagonalize the mass matrix in the top sector,
M→ UTLMUR = diag(m1,m2,m3,m4) , (109)
where M is the mass matrix in the basis where the rotations in Eq. (45) have already been per-
formed.17 On the other hand, G¯hff¯ is the Yukawa coupling matrix after the rotations in Eq. (45),
and GZL,R are the matrices containing the couplings of the fermions to the Z boson,
GZL = diag
(
1
2
− 2
3
s2w ,
1
2
− 2
3
s2w , −
1
2
− 2
3
s2w , −
2
3
s2w
)
, (110)
GZR = diag
(
−2
3
s2w ,
1
2
− 2
3
s2w , −
1
2
− 2
3
s2w , −
2
3
s2w
)
, (111)
for left-handed and right-handed fields, respectively (the ordering of the fields is understood to be
that of Eq. (44)). Notice that the rotations in Eq. (45) leave GZL,R invariant, because they only mix
states with the same EW quantum numbers.
D.1 Charge 2/3 states
We have for the lightest top partner ψ the partial decay width into a Z boson and a top quark
Γ(ψ → Zt) = Mψ
32pi
√
ζZt
{
(λ2ZL + λ
2
ZR)
(
M2ψ
m2Z
)[
m2Z(M
2
ψ +m
2
t ) + (M
2
ψ −m2t )2 − 2m4Z
M4ψ
]
− 12 mt
Mψ
λZLλZR
}
, (112)
where
ζZt = 1− 2m
2
t +m
2
Z
M2ψ
+
(m2t −m2Z)2
M4ψ
(113)
17The mass eigenstates fiL,R (i = 1, . . . , 4) are ordered by decreasing mass, so f4 is identified with the top, and f3
with the lightest top partner.
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and
λZL = gZ(U
T
LG
Z
LUL)34 , λZR = gZ(U
T
RG
Z
LUR)34 , (114)
where gZ ≡ g/ cos θw. From the Yukawa Lagrangian Eq. (56) we can extract the leading-order
couplings of T˜ , T,X2/3 . They are given by
λT˜ZL =
y√
2
sLcR
mZ
MT˜
, λT˜ZR = 0 ; λ
X2/3
ZL = 0 , λ
X2/3
ZR =
y√
2
sR
mZ
MX2/3
; (115)
λTZL = 0 , λ
T
ZR =
y√
2
sRcL
mZ
MT
. (116)
On the other hand for the decay ψ →Wb we find (neglecting mb)
Γ(ψ →Wb) = Mψ
32pi
λ2WL
(
M2ψ
m2W
)(
1− 3m
4
W
M4ψ
+ 2
m6W
M6ψ
)
, (117)
where λWL = (g/
√
2)(UL)13 . The leading order couplings read
λT˜WL = ysLcR
mW
MT˜
; λX
2/3
WL = 0 ; λ
T
WL = 0 . (118)
For the decay ψ → ht we find
Γ(ψ → ht) = Mψ
32pi
√
ζht
[
(λ2hL + λ
2
hR)
(
1 +
m2t
M2ψ
− m
2
h
M2ψ
)
+ 4
mt
Mψ
λhLλhR
]
, (119)
where
ζht = 1− 2m
2
t +m
2
h
M2ψ
+
(m2t −m2h)2
M4ψ
(120)
and
λhL = −y(UTL G¯hff¯ UR)43 , λhR = −y(UTL G¯hff¯ UR)34 . (121)
The leading order couplings read
λT˜hL =
y√
2
sLcR , λ
T˜
hR = 0 ; λ
X2/3
hL = 0 , λ
X2/3
hR =
y√
2
sR ; (122)
λThL = 0 , λ
T
hR =
y√
2
sRcL . (123)
D.2 B and X5/3
For χ = X5/3, B we find for the decay width into a W boson and a top quark
Γ(χ→W±t) = Mχ
32pi
√
ζWt
{
(λ2χL + λ
2
χR)
(
M2χ
m2W
)[
m2W (M
2
χ +m
2
t ) + (M
2
χ −m2t )2 − 2m4W
M4χ
]
− 12 mt
Mχ
λχLλχR
}
, (124)
where
ζWt = 1− 2m
2
t +m
2
W
M2χ
+
(m2t −m2W )2
M4χ
(125)
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and
λX5/3L =
g√
2
(UL)34 , λX5/3R =
g√
2
(UR)34 (126)
λBL =
g√
2
(UL)24 , λBR =
g√
2
(UR)24 . (127)
The leading order couplings are
λX5/3L = 0 , λX5/3R = ysR
mW
M5/3
; λBL = 0 , λBR = ysRcL
mW
MB
. (128)
The leading order expressions of the heavy fermion masses are reported in Eq. (46).
The formulae for the partial decay widths contained in this appendix reduce to those given in
Ref. [68] when the approximations in Eqs. (115), (116), (118), (122), (123), (128) are made.
E Analytical results for the gg → hh cross section in MCHM5
We present here the analytical result for the partonic gluon fusion cross section into two Higgs
bosons, σˆgg→hh, in MCHM5.
E.1 Notation
The four-momenta of the gluons are denoted by p1 and p2, and the four-momenta of the Higgs
bosons by p3 and p4. All momenta are taken incoming. The Mandelstam variables sˆ, tˆ, uˆ are given
by
sˆ = (p1 + p2)
2 tˆ = (p1 + p3)
2 uˆ = (p2 + p3)
2 .
The scalar integrals are defined as
Cij(m
2
1,m
2
2,m
2
3) =∫
d4q
ipi2
1(
q2 −m21
)
((q + pi)
2 −m22)((q + pi + pj)2 −m23)
(129)
Dijk(m
2
1,m
2
2,m
2
3,m
2
4) =∫
d4q
ipi2
1(
q2 −m21
)
((q + pi)
2 −m22)((q + pi + pj)2 −m23)((q + pi + pj + pk)2 −m24)
.
The analytic expressions can be found in Refs. [69]. They have been evaluated numerically in our
code with the help of LoopTools [70].
E.2 Tensor basis and projectors
The tensor basis, which has been given in Ref. [13], reads
Aµν1 = g
µν − p
ν
1 p
µ
2
(p1 · p2) (130)
Aµν2 = g
µν +
p23 p
ν
1 p
µ
2
p2T (p1 · p2)
− 2 (p3 · p2) p
ν
1 p
µ
3
p2T (p1 · p2)
− 2 (p3 · p1) p
ν
3 p
µ
2
p2T (p1 · p2)
+
2pµ3 p
ν
3
p2T
(131)
with p2T = 2
(p1 · p3) (p2 · p3)
(p1 · p2) − p
2
3
and A1 ·A2 = 0 and A1 ·A1 = A2 ·A2 = 2 . (132)
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E.3 Triangle form factor
The triangle form factor can be cast into the form
F4(m) = 2
[
2m+
(
4m3 − sˆ m)C12(m2,m2,m2)] (133)
and can be found in Ref. [14]. In the limit of large quark mass m  √sˆ ∼ mh the triangle form
factor simplifies to F4 = 2sˆ/(3m). This is equivalent to applying the low-energy theorem. The
corresponding amplitude is given by
A4 = αs
4pi
Aµν1 
a
µ
b
νδab
4∑
i=1
(
1
sˆ−m2h
ghhh ghq¯iqi + 2 ghhq¯iqi
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ci,4
F4(mi) . (134)
The couplings ghq¯iqi and ghhq¯iqi are the diagonal elements obtained from the Higgs coupling matrices
y Ghff¯ in Eq. (49) and y/(2 f)Ghhff¯ in Eq. (50), respectively, after rotation to the mass eigenstate
basis. The triple Higgs coupling ghhh is given in the MCHM5 by
ghhh =
3m2h
v
1− 2ξ√
1− ξ . (135)
In the SM limit, in Eq. (134) there is no sum over heavy top partners, and we are only left with the
top quark contribution with the Higgs coupling to the tops given by ght¯t = mt/v, and ghht¯t = 0.
The triple Higgs coupling in the SM limit can be obtained from Eq. (135) by setting ξ = 0.
E.4 Box form factors
In the box diagrams we can have spin Sz = 0 and 2 gluon gluon couplings. The matrix elements can
therefore be written in terms of two gauge invariant form factors. Furthermore, we have divided
the form factors for the boxes into the parts which do not involve a γ5 and the parts which are
proportional to two γ5 matrices. Couplings with a γ5 arise only for Higgs couplings to two different
fermions (but of same flavour). The diagrams including only one γ5 vanish because of the sign
flip of the coupling when the direction of the fermion line changes. The form factors have been
calculated with FeynCalc [71] and checked against Ref. [72]. For the limit m1 → m2 they agree
with Ref. [14]. The form factors are UV-finite as the coefficients in front of the UV-divergent one-
and two-point functions A0 and B0 are anti-symmetric in mi and mj and vanish upon summation
over i, j.
We introduce the following abbreviations
C12 ≡ C12(m21,m21,m21) C13 ≡ C13(m21,m21.m22)
C14 ≡ C14(m21,m21,m22) C23 ≡ C23(m21,m21,m22)
C24 ≡ C24(m21,m21,m22) C34 ≡ C34(m21,m21,m22)
D123 ≡ D123(m21,m21,m21,m22) D132 ≡ D132(m21,m21,m22,m22)
D213 ≡ D213(m21,m21,m21,m22) . (136)
The box form factors F and G associated with spin 0 and spin 2, respectively, are then given by
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(contributions which cancel by summing up all contributions are omitted)
F(mi,mj)
=
2
sˆ
[
2sˆ+ 4m2i sˆ C12 + sˆ((mi +mj)(2m
2
i (mi +mj)−misˆ)−m2i (tˆ+ uˆ))(D123 +D132 +D213)
+ (m2h − (mi +mj)2)
[
(tˆ−m2h)(C13 + C24) + (uˆ−m2h)(C23 + C14) (137)
− (tˆuˆ−m4h + sˆ(m2j −m2i ))D132
]]
G(mi,mj)
=
1
tˆuˆ−m4h
[
(tˆ2 + uˆ2 − (4m2j + 4mimj)(tˆ+ uˆ) + 4(mj −mi)(mi +mj)3 + 2m4h)sˆC12
+ (m4h + tˆ
2 − 2tˆ(mi +mj)2)((tˆ−m2h)(C13 + C24)− sˆtˆD213)
+ (m4h + uˆ
2 − 2uˆ(mi +mj)2)((uˆ−m2h)(C23 + C14)− sˆuˆD123)
− (tˆ2 + uˆ2 − 2m4h)(tˆ+ uˆ− 2(mi +mj)2)C34
− (tˆ+ uˆ− 2(mi +mj)2)((tˆuˆ−m4h)(m2i +m2j ) + sˆ(m2i −m2j )2)(D123 +D132 +D213)
]
and
F,5(mi,mj) = −F(mi,−mj), G,5(mi,mj) = −G(mi,−mj). (138)
Here F,5 and G,5 denote the spin 0 and 2 box form factors which are proportional to the Higgs
couplings to quarks, ghq¯iqj ,5, containing a γ5 matrix. In the large quark mass limit for mi = mj the
form factors reduce to F = −2sˆ/(3m2i ) and G = 0.18 The spin 0 and spin 2 box amplitudes read
A0, = αs
4pi
aµ
b
νδabA
µν
1
 4∑
i=1
4∑
j=1
g2hq¯iqjF(mi,mj) +
4∑
i=1
4∑
j=1
g2hq¯iqj ,5F,5(mi,mj)
 (139)
and
A2, = αs
4pi
aµ
b
νδabA
µν
2
 4∑
i=1
4∑
j=1
g2hq¯iqjG(mi,mj) +
4∑
i=1
4∑
j=1
g2hq¯iqj ,5G,5(mi,mj)
 . (140)
The couplings ghq¯iqj and ghq¯iqj ,5 are given by
ghq¯iqj =
y
2
(
G˜hff,ij + G˜hff,ji
)
(141)
ghq¯iqj ,5 =
y
2
(
G˜hff,ij − G˜hff,ji
)
, (142)
where G˜hff,ij denotes the (ith, jth) matrix element of the coupling matrix of Eq. (49) in the mass
eigenstate basis. Note that ghq¯iqj ,5 is antisymmetric in i and j and hence changes sign, if incoming
and outgoing fermions in the vertex are interchanged.
The complete amplitude of the process is given by
A(gg → hh) = A4 +A0, +A2, . (143)
18For mi = mj the couplings in front of the form factors F,5 and G,5 vanish, so that in this case these form
factors are not needed.
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E.5 Expansion of the form factors
In the case where top partners are neglected, we can perform explicitly the expansion of the form
factors in 1/m2t , i.e. for small external momenta (see Ref. [73]), and go beyond the leading order,
the latter corresponding to the LET result. We find
F4 =
sˆ
mt
(
2
3
+
7
180
sˆ
m2t
)
, (144)
F =
sˆ
m2t
(
−2
3
− 7
30
m2h
m2t
)
, (145)
G =
sˆ
m4t
11
90
(
m4h − tˆuˆ
sˆ
)
. (146)
The partonic cross section then reads
σˆgg→hh =
α2s
1024(2pi)3
1
sˆ2
∫ tˆ+
tˆ−
dtˆ
[
|C4F4 + CF|2 + |CG|2
]
(147)
with tˆ± given by Eq. (67) and
|C4F4 + CF|2 + |CG|2 = sˆ
2
v4
4
9
(c4 − c)2
[
1 +
1
m2t (c4 − c)
(
c4
7
60
sˆ− c 7
10
m2h
)]
(148)
c4 =
3m2h
sˆ−m2h
(
1− 2ξ√
1− ξ
)2
− 4ξ , c =
(
1− 2ξ√
1− ξ
)2
, (149)
where we used
C4 =
(
1
sˆ−m2h
ghhh ght¯t + 2 ghht¯t
)
≡ mt
v2
c4 , C = g2ht¯t ≡
m2t
v2
c , (150)
with the couplings given by ght¯t = (mt/v)(1 − 2ξ)/
√
1− ξ, ghht¯t = −2mtξ/v2 and ghhh as defined
in Eq. (135). The leading term in 1/m2t corresponds to the LET result, see Eqs. (28) and (65).
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